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I. ABSTRACT: CONCLUSIONS OF THE REVIEW

The objective of this paper is to critically compile and

evaluate experimental results and mechanistic models for

corrosion fatigue crack propagation in structural alloys exposed

to ambient temperature gases and electrolytes. Data and models

are based on continuum fracture mechanics descriptions of crack

tip stress and strain fields, coupled with continuum modeling of

occluded crack mass transport and chemical reactions. The aim is

to inform the person seeking to broadly understand environmental

effects on fatigue, to provide an experimental basis for life

prediction analyses and evaluations of mechanistic models

relevant to specialists, and to define current uncertainties and

worthwhile directions for corrosion fatigue research.

Section II provides an introduction to corrosion fatigue

crack propagation. The state-of-the-art which emanated from the

Storrs and Firminy conferences is summarized. Qualitative

mechanisms for cracking are presented.

Section III assesses the fracture mechanics approach to

corrosion fatigue, while Section IV considers experimental

methods. The following conclusions are established:

i. Fracture mechanics descriptions of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation; viz, growth rate as a function of stress

intensity factor; provide an established and physically

meaningful basis which couples alloy performance, damage

mechanisms and life prediction studies through the concept

of growth rate similitude. Extensive data bases have been

developed for structural alloys over the past three decades.

(Section III)

2. Experimental methods are developed for determinations of

average crack growth rate as a function of continuum

fracture mechanics crack tip parameters, particularly _K.

Non-steady state crack growth, unique to corrosion fatigue,

and crack closure are not understood. Future procedures

will incorporate precision crack length measurement and

computer control of stress intensity to develop quantitative

and novel corrosion fatigue crack growth rate data,

particularly near threshold. Advances have been recorded in

measurements of small crack growth kinetics, however, such

approaches are not easily adapted to controlled

environments. The fundamental experimental problem is the



lack of methods to probe mechanical and chemical damage
processes local to the corrosion fatigue crack tip.
(Section IV)

Section V illustrates important variables that affect

corrosion fatigue crack growth. It is concluded that:

3. A plethora of interactive variables influences the corrosion
fatigue crack growth rate-stress intensity relationship.
The effects of chemical, metallurgical and mechanical
variables are well characterized and reasonably explained by
qualitative arguments. Growth rates are affected by
environment chemistry variables (viz: temperature; gas
pressure and impurity content; electrolyte pH, potential,
conductivity, and halogen or sulfide ion content); by
mechanical variables such as aK, mean stress, frequency,
waveform and overloads; and by metallurgical variables
including impurity composition, microstructure and cyclic
deformation mode. Time, or loading frequency, is critical;
complicating long-life component performance predictions
based on shorter term laboratory data. Limited studies show
that yield strength is not a critical variable in cycle-time
dependent corrosion fatigue. Fractographic analyses of
microscopic crack paths provide a basis for failure analyses
and input to mechanistic studies. (Section V)

Section VI develops the mechanical crack tip field and

chemical mass transport and reaction components which are central

to quantitative models of corrosion fatigue crack growth rates.

Current predictions of crack growth rate, from both the hydrogen

embrittlement and dissolution/film rupture perspectives, are
discussed.

4. Micromechanical-chemical models of crack tip driving forces
and process zone corrosion fatigue damage provide a sensible
means to predict and extrapolate the effects of variables,
and to modify the fracture mechanics approach to account for
compromises in similitude. Models have been formulated
based on hydrogen embrittlement and film rupture/transient
dissolution/repassivation. Fatigue damage due to crack
surface films has not been considered quantitatively.
Models successfully predict the time (frequency) dependence
of corrosion fatigue and the effects of electrode potential,
solution composition and gas activity. All are, however,
hindered by uncertainties associated with crack tip
processes and the fundamental mechanisms of environmental

2



embrittlement. A process zone model has not been developed

for corrosion fatigue; as such, stress intensity, yield

strength and microstructure effects are not predictable.

Furthermore, absolute rates of hydrogen assisted crack

growth are not predictable and the film rupture formulation

is being debated. Successes to date indicate that a new

level of mechanistic understanding is achievable. (Section

vI)

Section VII reviews processes which compromise the fracture

mechanics approach to corrosion fatigue.

5. Fracture mechanics descriptions of corrosion fatigue and the

similitude concept are complicated by the inability of

stress intensity to describe the controlling crack tip

mechanical and chemical driving forces. The so-called

"closure", "small crack" and "high strain" problems in

mechanical fatigue are relevant to corrosion fatigue. Data

and analyses demonstrate that the unique relationship

between da/dN and AK is compromised by mechanisms including

(i) premature crack wake surface contact, (2) deflected,

branched and multiple cracking, and (3) time and geometry

dependent occluded crack chemistry. Stress intensity

descriptions of elastic-plastic stresses, strains and strain

rates in the crack tip plastic zone are uncertain within

about 5 _m of the crack tip, within single grains which are

not well described by the constitutive behavior of the

polycrystal and when deformation is time or environment

sensitive. These limitations do not preclude the only

quantitative approach developed to date to characterize

subcritical crack propagation. Rather, they indicate the

need for crack tip modeling. (Section VII)

Section VIII suggests necessary directions for future research

in corrosion fatigue.

6. Opportunities exist for research on corrosion fatigue to:

(a) broaden phenomenological understanding, particularly

near threshold, (b) develop integrated and quantitative
microchemical-mechanics models, (c) develop experimental

methods to probe crack tip damage, and to measure near

threshold time-cycle dependent crack growth, (d)
characterize the behavior of advanced monolithic and

composite alloys, and (e) develop damage tolerant life
prediction methods and in situ sensors for environment

chemistry and crack growth. (Section VIII)

3



II. INTRODUCTION

Corrosion fatigue is defined as the deleterious effect of an

external chemical environment on one or more of the progressive

stages of damage accumulation which constitute fatigue failure of

metals and compared to behavior in inert surroundings. Damage

results from the synergistic interaction of cyclic plastic

deformation and local chemical or electrochemical reactions.

The cumulative damage processes for environmentally assisted

fatigue are subdivided into four sequential categories: (i)

cyclic plastic deformation, (2) microcrack initiation, (3) small

crack growth to linkup and coalescence into a single short crack

and (4) macrocrack propagation. The mechanisms for these

processes are in part common.

A goal of fatigue research is the development of an

integrated mechanistic description of whole life. A sensible

means to this end is to isolate and quantitatively characterize

each of the four regimes of fatigue damage. This approach is

advocated because the experimental and analytical methods

necessary to study each regime are different, variables may

affect each regime uniquely, and many applications are dominated

by one of the fatigue regimes; for example, the behavior of

crack-like defected components in large structures.

Environmental effects on cyclic deformation and microcrack

initiation are considered separately in this volume by Duquette

[i]. This paper reviews corrosion fatigue crack propagation;

regimes 3 and 4 in the above hierarchy.

The development of an integrated and basic understanding of

corrosion fatigue is hindered by several factors which are

recurrent throughout studies of initiation and propagation.

Corrosion fatigue is influenced by a wide variety of mechanical,

chemical and microstructural variables which interact. It is

necessary to investigate very slow rate deformation and cracking

phenomena in a finite and realistic time. Model system studies

on deformation and crack initiation have been conducted on

relatively pure materials, often monocrystalline, while crack

propagation studies are typically performed on complex structural

4



materials including steels and precipitation hardened aluminum or

nickel based alloys. Corrosion fatigue damage is highly local-

ized at slip substructure and near the crack tip; direct experi-

mental observations are not available and behavioral interpreta-

tions must be based on indirect, averaged measurements. As the

case for stress corrosion, corrosion fatigue is likely controlled

by hydrogen based, cleavage and dissolution/ passivation mecha-

nisms; the atomistics of which are not known.

I1.1. Scope of the Review

The objective of this Review is to critically summarize the

phenomenology and mechanistic models of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation, and to identify current understanding and uncertain-

ties which are principal to control of this failure mode in

structural alloys. Results are emphasized which satisfy

technological needs, including: (I) quantitative mechanism-based

predictions of long term component life, derived from short term

laboratory data and describing the effects of interactive

variables, (2) high performance corrosion fatigue resistant

monolithic and composited alloys, and chemically inhibited

environments and (3) a basis for nondestructive inspection

procedures and sensors of environment chemistry and corrosion

fatigue cracking damage.

In scope this review emphasizes cycle-time-dependent

corrosion fatigue crack propagation. Understanding of time-

dependent fatigue above the threshold stress intensity (KIscc)

for monotonic load stress corrosion cracking (SCC) follows from

work summarized by Parkins [2]. Structural materials are

discussed, including low carbon HSLA and heat treated alloy

steels, austenitic stainless steels, and precipitation hardened

aluminum alloys in various embrittling gaseous and electrolytic

environments for temperatures near 300 K. Spahn discusses

corrosion fatigue in ferritic and martensitic stainless steels,

while Pineau reviews elevated temperature fatigue and creep-

fatigue interactions elsewhere in this volume [3,4]. There are

similarities between low temperature electrolytes and elevated

temperature gas environments [5].



Despite important and controversial uncertainties, the

fracture mechanics approach provides the foundation for this

review of corrosion fatigue crack propagation data and predictive

models. The issue considered here is the extent to which crack

tip modeling can extend the applied stress intensity and bulk

environment based approach to corrosion fatigue.

il.2. State-o#the-A_:Storrsand Firminv Conference8

Corrosion fatigue crack propagation has been the focal point

for many international conferences [6-24] and major review papers

[5,25-39]. Fatigue is described in a massive literature, with

important symposia including discussions on environmental effects

[40-48]. A foundation for the current review is provided by the

proceedings of the seminal conferences held at Storrs,

Connecticut in 1971 and in Firminy, France in 1973 [6,7].

Several points emerged from these meetings.

ll.2.a.F_ureMechani_ C_m_edzatlon. The fracture mechanics

description of corrosion fatigue crack propagation, presented as

average crack propagation rate (da/dN) as a function of applied

stress intensity range (_K), was embraced by many researchers.

The schematics in Fig. 1 indicate a variety of crack growth

responses for embrittling environments, in sharp contrast to the

power-law (Paris regime) relation between da/dN and AK coupled

with a single crack growth threshold (aKth) observed for alloys

in vacuum and moist air [25]. 1 The magnitude and pattern of

corrosion fatigue cracking depend on stress corrosion cracking

above KISCC and a synergistic fatigue-corrosion interaction at

lower stress intensities. The proportions of these events depend

upon material and environment.

11.2.b. ClassesofCo_osionF_igueCmckGrowth. Purely time-dependent

corrosion fatigue crack propagation is observed for materials and

environments where monotonic loading SCC occurs over a portion of

1The older representation in Fig. 1, based on Kma x, is equivalent to current growth rate data based on

AK for fixed mean stress intensity. Two of these three parameters are independent variables in corrosion

fatigue.
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the cyclic stress intensity loading wave; Type B in Fig. i. The

cyclic character of loading and local plastic straining are not

important. The fracture mechanics approach was launched by
studies of subcritical fatigue crack propagation in high strength

materials exposed to environments which readily induce stress

corrosion crack growth. Type B behavior is prevalent for these

systems, as illustrated by data for high strength 4340 steel in
water vapor and argon, Fig. 2 [49].

The solid line in Fig. 2 demonstrates that time-dependent

corrosion fatigue crack growth rates are accurately predicted by

linear superposition of stress corrosion crack growth rates

(da/dt) integrated over the load-time function for fatigue [50].
Equivalent corrosion fatigue behavior is predicted and observed

for sinusoidal, square and asymmetric triangular load-time

functions. Linear superposition modeling also predicts the
effect of stress ratio.

A second class of corrosion fatigue behavior is based on

synergistic interaction between cyclic plastic deformation and

environment which produces cycle and time-dependent crack growth
rates, Type A in Fig. i. Here, the environment accelerates

fatigue crack growth below KISCC, a common scenario for low to
moderate strength alloys which are either immune to stress

corrosion cracking, or exhibit high KISCCand low da/dt. This
class of behavior was discussed by Barsom, based on data in Fig.

3 for a maraging steel exposed to 3% NaCl [51,52]. Note the

substantial corrosion fatigue effect below the static load

threshold, but only for those loading waveforms which include a

slow deformation rate to maximum stress intensity.

At the time of the Storrs and Firminy conferences, there

were only limited data which showed an environmentally induced

reduction in aKth; threshold measurements and concepts were in an

infant state. Cycle-time-dependent corrosion fatigue below KISCC
was further categorized based on observed frequency dependencies.

II.2.c.Fr_uencyEffe_s. Wei, Barsom and Speidel independently

emphasized the principal importance of loading frequency (f) for

each class of corrosion fatigue, as typified by Fig. 4 for
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aluminum alloy 7079 in aqueous sodium chloride and Inconel 600 in

hot sodium hydroxide solutions [25,26,49-53]. For time-dependent

corrosion fatigue, da/dN due to environment is inversely

proportional to f if the stress corrosion growth rate is constant

with K, and based on the assumptions that da/dN = (da/dt)'(i/f)

and crack growth occurs throughout the loading and unloading
portions of the fatigue cycle. This behavior is illustrated by

the inclined dashed lines on the logarithmic plots in Fig. 4.

Superposition modeling (Fig. 2 and Ref. 50) predicts the effect

of cyclic load period on time dependent corrosion fatigue.

The frequency dependence of cycle-time-dependent corrosion

fatigue is more complex. At low stress intensities, Speidel

reported corrosion fatigue accelerations of da/dN for steels and

nickel based alloys which were independent of frequency [5,26].

This behavior was defined as "true" or cycle-dependent corrosion

fatigue, and is illustrated by horizontal lines in Fig.4 for air

or the environments. A second behavior, that where sub-KIscc

corrosion fatigue growth rates increase with decreasing

frequency, reflects the more general case of synergistic

mechanical-corrosion fatigue. This result is shown as the

connecting region between time and cycle-dependent da/dN in Fig.

4 for those instances when da/dN calculated from da/dt and the

vacuum rate sum to a value less than that measured for the

environment. Speidel and others suggest that this behavior is

best described as "cyclic SCC", where cyclic deformation lowers

the susceptibility of the material to environmental cracking or

"SCC". For the current review all forms of corrosion fatigue

below KISCC are viewed as cycle-time-dependent behavior.

From this discussion, the most general form of corrosion

fatigue, Type C in Fig. i, involves cycle-time-dependent

accelerations in da/dN below KISCC , combined with time-dependent

cracking (SCC) above the threshold. AKth may or may not be

environment sensitive.

11.2.d. PrincipaiVarmbles. Extensive crack growth rate data

presented at Storrs and Firminy demonstrate that mechanical,

chemical and metallurgical variables affect corrosion fatigue.

12



The effects of _K, loading waveform, and loading frequency are
illustrated in Figs. 1 to 4. These conferences further

established the important effects of environment chemistry, viz:

temperature, gas pressure, electrolyte pH, electrode potential,

dissolved oxygen, and environment composition. The effect of

applied electrode potential on corrosion fatigue of a high

strength aluminum alloy in an aqueous halogen solution is shown

in Fig. 5 [5]. The deleterious effect of low pressure gaseous

hydrogen and the associated beneficial poisoning effect of small

02 additions on sub-KIscc corrosion fatigue in 4340 steel (ay s =

1240 MPa) are shown in Fig. 6 [54]. Note the mild frequency

effect for pure hydrogen, consistent with cracking below KISCC

and cycle-time-dependent embrittlement.

11.3. MechanismsforCorrosion F_igue Crack Propagation

Qualitative descriptions of the mechanisms for corrosion

fatigue crack propagation provide a second foundation for this

review. These mechanisms are the basis for understanding the

corrosion fatigue crack propagation data presented in Section

III, the necessary measurement methods discussed in Section IV,

the effects of critical variables in Section V and quantitative

models of corrosion fatigue cracking kinetics in Section VI.

While debate continues on the microscopic and atomistic

details of corrosion fatigue, and while mechanisms are often

specific to each material-environment system, several common

concepts have been developed over the past 25 years. Corrosion

fatigue involves the synergistic interaction of cyclically

reversed plastic deformation and local chemical or

electrochemical reactions. Models differ based on the chemical

damage mechanism.

11.3.a. HydrogenEnvironmentEmbri_lement. Since hydrogen embrittles

many alloys under static and dynamic monotonic loading [55,56],

this mechanism is invoked to explain corrosion fatigue crack

propagation in a variety of alloy-gaseous or aqueous environment

systems. Apart from occurring for many structural alloys in

hydrogen gas, hydrogen embrittlement is proposed as the dominant

13
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mechanism for corrosion fatigue crack propagation of: C-Mn and

alloy steels in various electrolytes [30,33,34,37,49,51,57-59];

aluminum alloys in water vapor [37,49,60-63]; and titanium alloys

in aqueous chloride [37,64]. While controversial, corrosion

fatigue of aluminum alloys in aqueous chloride solutions has been

ascribed to hydrogen embrittlement [5,62,63,65,66].

In this view atomic hydrogen chemically adsorbs on clean

crack tip surfaces as the result of dissociative gaseous H2-metal

reactions, of gas molecule (eg. H20 or H2S ) surface chemical

reactions, or of electrochemical cathodic reduction reactions

involving hydrogen ions or water. These reactions are catalyzed

by clean metal surfaces and proceed to near completion in short

times near room temperature. At higher temperatures, recombina-

tion of H to evolving H 2 greatly reduces hydrogen embrittlement.

Hydrogen production on crack surfaces follows environment

mass transport within the crack, and precedes hydrogen diffusion

in the crack tip plastic zone to the points of fatigue damage.

Hydrogen atoms are often segregated or "trapped" at grain

boundaries, precipitate interfaces and dislocation cores.

Trapping is detrimental if cracking occurs at such sites, but is

beneficial if broadly distributed trapping reduces hydrogen

transport kinetics and accumulation at fracture sites. Crack

growth rates are likely to depend on the amount of adsorbed

hydrogen produced per loading cycle by an environment. Crack

growth will be rate limited by one or more of the slow steps in

the crack environment mass transport, crack surface reaction and

plastic zone hydrogen diffusion sequence.

Major uncertainties exist. The location of hydrogen

enhanced crack tip fatigue damage is not known. The atomistic

processes by which hydrogen embrittles the metal, including bond

decohesion and hydrogen enhanced localized plasticity, are

debated as discussed in this volume by Oriani and Birnbaum, and

elsewhere by Lynch [67-69]. The occurrence of hydrogen

embrittlement for a given corrosion fatigue system is inferred

based on circumstantial evidence, as discussed in Section VI.6.a.

Quantitative hydrogen embrittlement models are discussed in

Section VI.6.
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11.3.b. Film RuptureandAnodicDissolution. Chemical damage based on

film rupture, transient electrochemical anodic dissolution and

film reformation is invoked for several important corrosion

fatigue problems, including carbon and stainless steels exposed

to high temperature water environments [34,39,70,71]. This

mechanism was originally developed for stress corrosion cracking

and was extended to corrosion fatigue based on the common role of

crack tip strain rate [70]. While controversial, film rupture

models have been applied to the aluminum-aqueous chloride system

[62,72].

In this view localized plastic straining ruptures otherwise

protective films at the crack tip. Crack advance occurs during

transient anodic dissolution of metal at the breached film and

while the surface repassivates. The amount of corrosion fatigue

crack growth per fatigue cycle depends Faradaically on the amount

of anodic current which flows, and therefore on the kinetics of

clean surface reaction (charge transfer) and on the time between

film ruptures given by the crack tip strain rate and film

ductility. The balance between sharp crack extension, and crack

broadening or blunting by general corrosion is important.

Quantitative film rupture models are discussed in Section VI.7.

11.3.c. Su_aceFilms. Early studies of corrosion fatigue,

predominantly smooth specimen whole life and crack initiation in

gases, focused on the effects of environmentally produced thin

surface films on slip based damage processes. This work was

reviewed by Duquette [29,73], Marcus et al. [74], and Sudarshan

and Louthan [38]. Over the past 20 years these concepts have

been advanced for corrosion fatigue crack initiation in

electrolytes [1,36]. Film based mechanisms have not been

developed for crack propagation, however, recent advances in this

regard were reviewed by Grinberg for moist air compared to vacuum

[75].

Films may affect crack extension by one or more processes,

viz: (I) interference with reversible slip, (2) localization of

the distribution and morphology of persistent slip bands and

resultant crack damage, (3) reduction of near surface plasticity
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and thus either reduced or enhanced fatigue crack growth rates,

depending on the cracking mechanism, and (4) localization of near

surface dislocation debris and voids, and thus enhanced fatigue

crack growth [1,29,36,38,73-76]. These mebhanisms have not been

developed quantitatively and tested experimentally.

Film effects on corrosion fatigue crack propagation are

often speculatively considered. For example, Stoltz and Pelloux

argue that crack tip surface films minimize plasticity for

aluminum alloys in aqueous NaCl, and thereby trigger local

cleavage at high resulting stresses [77]. Others argue that

crack tip surface films reduce slip reversibility and thus

increase damage and fatigue crack 9rowth rates, at least for

planar slip alloys [78,79]. A classic system here is aluminum

alloys in vacuum compared to moist air. Faster crack growth in

the latter occurs (hypothetically) by irreversible slip and crack

blunting which produces striations. Flat striation free surfaces

are observed for slowed crack propagation in vacuum, leading to

the inference that slip is reversible due to the lack of an oxide

film [75,80,81]. Others argue that crack tip surface films

minimize slip localization by preventing the emergence of slip

bands, and thus homogenizing plastic deformation and decreasing

da/dN relative to film free environments such as vacuum [61].

Still others argue that crack tip slip is homogenized, plastic

zone size at constant _K is increased and fatigue damage is least

in vacuum compared to air [75].

Sieradzki and coworkers recently proposed that tens of

angstroms thick, environmentally produced, crack tip films

fracture to promote cleavage in the adjacent alloy substrate,

over a distance considerably larger than the film thickness [82].

The implications of this model to corrosion fatigue are

important, but have not been systematically considered.

The wide variety of film based explanations for corrosion

fatigue is possible because of a lack of direct observations of

crack tip damage processes and quantitative formulations of film

effects. Controlled experiments in helium and film forming

gaseous environments such as 02 are lacking; effects of films are

rather argued for complex electrochemical systems, or for moist
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air where several damage processes may be operative.

is amplified in Section VI.8.

This view

11.3.d. Ad$orbed_om$. Adsorbed atoms may affect fatigue

deformation and fracture by mechanisms similar to those of

surface films, as reviewed by Marcus et al. [74] and Duquette

[29,73]. A variety of processes are possible, however, none are

modeled in detail for corrosion fatigue. For example, oxygen

from the gas phase or a reduced cation from an electrolyte could

adsorb on persistent slip sites at the crack tip, bind with

dislocations and reduce slip reversibility. Alternately, such

species could form on slip plane material to prevent rewelding on

unloading. Presumably, these processes could lead to enhanced

fatigue damage.

Reductions in surface energy by adsorption of an atom from

the gas or liquid have long been proposed to reduce the

associated work of fracture. For hydrogen embrittlement in gases

or electrolytes, this mechanism is not viewed to be sufficient

[67]. For fatigue of aluminum alloys in 02, this mechanism has

been proposed, but not proven convincingly [74]. Alternately,

the chloride ion, oxidized from solution onto clean metal

surfaces above a critical electrode potential, is held to

embrittle austenitic stainless steels during stress corrosion

cracking [83]. This concept has not been developed for corrosion

fatigue.

11.3.e. AnodicDissol_ionandPb_icity. Corrosion fatigue crack

propagation by localized anodic dissolution, the electrochemical

knife, is generally not proposed. Rather, Uhlig and coworkers

[84-86] and more recently Jones [87] argue that anodic corrosion

eliminates work hardened material and stimulates localized

plastic deformation to produce corrosion fatigue damage. This

model is based on the observation that smooth specimen corrosion

fatigue life is only degraded for electrode potentials which are

noble to a critical value [84]. The idea is that corrosion

fatigue crack initiation requires a critical anodic current to

progress.
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Anodic dissolution-plastic deformation processes have not

been modeled quantitatively, particularly for corrosion fatigue

crack propagation.

Iii. THE FRACTURE MECHANICS APPROACH

II1.1. Conclusion

Fracture mechanics descriptions of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation; viz, growth rate as a function of stress intensity

factor; provide an established and physically meaningful basis

which couples alloy performance, damage mechanisms and life

prediction studies through the concept of growth rate similitude.

Extensive data bases have been developed for structural alloys

over the past three decades.

111.2. Stresslntensi_ Similitude:lne_ Envi_nment8

The fracture mechanics description of fatigue crack

propagation illustrated in Fig. 7 is traceable to the seminal

work of Paris and coworkers for the case of moist air

environments [88]. This evolution is chronicled by Hertzberg

[89].

Subcritical fatigue crack propagation is measured in

precracked laboratory specimens according to standardized

methods. Cyclic crack length data are analyzed to yield a

material property: averaged fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN) as

a function of the applied stress intensity range (_K). &K is the

difference between maximum and minimum stress intensity values

during any load cycle.

Paris experimentally demonstrated the principle of

similitude; that is, equal fatigue crack growth rates are

produced for equal applied stress intensity factors, independent

of load, crack size and component or specimen geometry. This

da/dN-&K behavior is explained based on the fact that &K uniquely

describes the magnitude and distribution of: (a) elastic

stresses, (b) elastic-plastic stresses, (c) plastic strains and

(d) plastic zone and fracture process zone size; all local to the

crack tip; Section VI.4. The similitude principle enables an
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integration of laboratory da/dN-aK data to predict component

fatigue behavior, in terms of either applied stress range-total
life or crack length-load cycles, for any initial defect size.

Fatigue crack propagation rates for inert environments are

reasonably approximated by a single function of applied stress

intensity range, normalized by the modulus of elasticity, for a
variety of engineering alloys and microstructures tested in

vacuum, Fig. 8 [26]. This result provides a basis for

comparisons of environmental effects. Caution is, however,

required. Crack propagation rates in vacuum may be influenced by

surface welding during unloading; a more meaningful reference may

be provided by ultrahigh purity helium or argon gas, where

physically adsorbed molecules minimize surface welding [74].

Secondly, data in Fig. 8 were obtained for near-zero stress

intensity ratio (R = Kmin/Kmax) where extrinsic crack closure can

complicate the interpretation of mechanical cracking as discussed

in Section VII.2.a. Data in Fig. 8 are a useful guide, however,

inert environment experimentation is a requirement for specific

corrosion fatigue studies.

111.3. Stresslntensi_ Similffude: Rea_ive Environments

The application of fracture mechanics to subcritical stress

corrosion and corrosion fatigue crack propagation progressed

dramatically and in several periods over the past 25 years, as

reviewed by Wei and Gangloff [37].

111.3.a. TheBeginning:1965-1971. Extension of the fracture

mechanics method to stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue crack

propagation was pioneered by Brown and by Wei [90,91], and was

exploited by early experimentalists [92-94]. A highlight of this

effort was the demonstration, following from the work of Paris on

"K-increasing" remotely loaded and "K-decreasing" crack surface

loaded specimens, that similitude is obeyed for corrosion fatigue

crack growth. As shown in Fig. 9a, equal rates of corrosion

fatigue crack growth are produced for equal _K, but for both

increasing and decreasing net section stress specimens;

demonstrating stress intensity control [95].
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111.3.b. Phenomenologi_IC_m_erizations:197_1984. The fracture

mechanics approach was broadly applied following these initial

successes. High strength materials were investigated in the

early stages of work, 1970-1976, while more recently (1976-1984)

low strength stress corrosion resistant alloys were

characterized.

During this later period, concepts of premature crack

surface closure were developed, significant understanding of

near-threshold fatigue crack propagation emerged, and the small

crack problem was intensively investigated; largely for benign

environments [41-47]. Work on the implications of these problems

to corrosion fatigue indicated cases where the similitude concept

was compromised. Data in Fig. 9b show a wide range of corrosion

fatigue crack growth rates for any constant AK for high strength

4130 steel in aqueous 3% NaCI [96,97]. Here da/dN depends on

varying short crack size and applied stress for the aqueous

environment, but is uniquely _K controlled for benign moist air

and vacuum. The origin of this effect is crack size dependent

crack tip electrochemistry, as detailed in Section VII.3.

III.3.c. ScientificStudies:197_1987. Work during this period

demonstrated that crack growth kinetics provide a basis for

formulation and evaluation of corrosion fatigue crack propagation

models [30,33,34,36,39,49,98]. Concepts of mass transport,

chemical reaction rate and diffusion control of da/dN were

developed for gaseous and aqueous environments. Work in this

period emphasized the complex cycle-time-dependent class of

corrosion fatigue problems, for the moderate AK regime, but with

limited studies on near-threshold phenomena. These models are

discussed in Section VI.

111.4. Ap01ic_ionsto Corro$ionFatigueLife Predi_ion

111.4.a. Sy_hesisofUfePredi_ionM_hods:198_1987. The fracture

mechanics life prediction method illustrated in Fig. 7 has been

developed for complex structural applications in the energy,

petrochemical and transportation sectors as reviewed by Andresen

and coworkers [95], Tompkins and Scott [100,101], and Novak and
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Barsom [102]. Vosikovsky and Cooke provide an example analysis

for corrosion fatigue crack propagation in a welded carbon steel

pipeline carrying H2S contaminated oil [103].

As a further example, the damage tolerant approach has been

extensively investigated for welded carbon steel tubular

components of oil and gas platforms operating in aggressive

marine environments [104-107]. Here, classical design rules,

based on smooth specimen fatigue data and modified to account for

complex time-dependent corrosion fatigue [108], are being

challenged by damage tolerant crack growth procedures

[99-101,109-111].

An example of the fracture mechanics framework and component

life predictions are shown in Fig. 10. An integrated approach

includes fracture mechanics laboratory data, mechanism-based

models to extrapolate the data base, and stress/stress intensity

analyses of the component to predict cyclic life as a function of

applied stress [57,99]. Such a prediction is represented by the

band in Fig. 10 [111]. Additionally, full scale component tests

are needed to verify the fracture mechanics analysis; the data

points in Fig. 10 resulted from extensive (and expensive) fatigue

experiments with 0.5 m diameter, 1.6 cm wall thickness welded

carbon steel tubulars. Agreement is excellent. Note that the

comparison in Fig. 10 is for moist air. Predictions and tests

are in progress for tubulars fatigued in actual sea environments

with applied cathodic polarization [104-107]. The state of this

development is, however, less that than that represented for air.

Active sensors of environment chemistry and corrosion

fatigue crack growth are important aspects of a life prediction

approach. Such devices have been successfully employed in

commercial nuclear power plants, piping systems and offshore

structures [99,112-114].

111.5. Cormsion F_iaue Crack Propag_ion D_a Bases

Extensive fracture mechanics-based corrosion fatigue crack

propagation data bases were developed over the past two decades.

Examples are presented in Figs. 11 through 15.
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111.5.a. CarbonSteelsinH_rogenProducingEnvironme_s. Corrosion

fatigue is significant for low strength carbon-manganese steels,

of normalized ferrite-pearlite microstructures, stressed in a

variety of gaseous and aqueous marine environments. Extensive

data are represented in Fig. 11 [115]. Here, KISCC is well above

I00 MPa_; corrosion fatigue is cycle-time-dependent.

Hydrogen embrittlement is implicated for these systems, as

demonstrated by the two to three order of magnitude increase in

da/dN for X42 steel in high pressure, purified hydrogen gas

(curve 2) [117]. Nelson reported similar results for gaseous

hydrogen embrittlement of low strength 1020 steel [118].

Considering aqueous environments, seawater produces enhanced

fatigue crack growth relative to vacuum and moist air, with the

magnitude of the effect increasing from free corrosion (curve 4)

to cathodic polarization (curve 3) to H2S additions at free

corrosion (curve 1). The strong effect of H2S is further

evidence for hydrogen embrittlement, and is important to marine

applications where biological reactions produce ionic sulfur

bearing products [116,122].

The power-law regime of fatigue cracking observed for moist

air and vacuum is altered by aqueous environments. A two-slope

behavior is shown in Figure 11, where a strong aK dependence of

rate at lower stress intensities transforms to a milder

dependence at higher aK. For cathodic polarization, da/dN values

within the latter regime are nearly independent of increasing aK;

a plateau is sometimes observed. Environmental effects on near-

threshold crack growth are less well characterized. For free

corrosion, aKth is reduced by seawater exposure, with the effect

of stress ratio paralleling that reported for crack growth in

benign environments. For cathodic polarization, high R

thresholds are probably similar to those reported for free

corrosion, but notably, very high aKth values are reported for

low R loading, curve 5. Cathodic polarization produces calcium

and magnesium hydroxide precipitates within the fatigue crack,

causing corrosion product induced crack surface closure contact

and increased aKth; Section VII.2.a.(2).

The carbon steel-hydrogen environment system was reviewed in
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detail by Gangloff and Krishnamurthy [115] and by Jaske et al. [32].

lll.5.b. PrecipitaUonHaMenedNuminumNIoysinAqueousChlorideandWat_Vapor

Env_onments. Extensive corrosion fatigue data have

been produced for high strength 2000 and 7000 series aluminum

alloys in aqueous chloride and purified water vapor environments.

Several conclusions are drawn from a tabulation of typical

results, Fig. 12 [5,60,61,65,79,95,125-131].

Both gaseous and aqueous environments produce significant

corrosion fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloys, and

relative to helium or vacuum for a wide range of stress

intensities. Hydrogen production and embrittlement are

implicated for these systems, however, the concurrent actions of

anodic dissolution, passive film formation and hydrogen

production obscure the dominant mechanism.

For 3% NaCl, the large amount of data at moderate AK and low

R generally describes corrosion fatigue below KISCC. Here,

aqueous chloride at typical free corrosion potentials (about -800

mY, SCE) increases da/dN by between 4 and lO0-fold relative to

helium. Distilled water also induces corrosion fatigue; Cl-

exacerbates, but is not a requisite for cracking. Moist air is

an embrittling environment compared to helium, particularly for

the 7000 series alloys. Wei and colleagues conducted extensive

studies of the deleterious effect of pure water vapor on 7000 and

2000 series alloys at moderate stress intensity levels [61,129].

The range of rates varies between an upper bound provided by

moist air and a lower bound for inert gas. 7000 series aluminum

alloys containing Zn, Mg and Cu are more susceptible to corrosion

fatigue compared to 2000 series alloys in the Mg+Cu and Li+Cu

classes.

Only limited data have been obtained to describe near-

threshold corrosion fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloys

[60,125,126,132]. Here, only high stress ratio results are

reasonably interpreted because the complicating extrinsic effects

of crack closure are minimal, Section VII.2.a. As shown in Fig.

12, water vapor, moist air and aqueous chloride (either free

corrosion or cathodically polarized) are embrittling relative to
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helium. The mechanism for this effect is speculative, with both

hydrogen embrittlement and film rupture/dissolution processes

possible. Notably, similar da/dN are reported for helium and

oxygen, suggesting a minimal effect of surface oxide films. The

7000 alloy is more prone to corrosion fatigue compared to 2090,

an advanced AI-Li-Cu alloy.

The transgranular corrosion fatigue sensitivity of 7000

series alloys, Fig. 12, parallels the well known differences in

intergranular SCC resistance for these alloy classes [133]; the

fundamental mechanism for the effect of alloy composition is,

however, unclear. That a similar ranking is observed for aqueous

chloride, moist air and water vapor suggests that hydrogen

embrittlement is central to the explanation. The systems

represented in Fig. 12 were reviewed by Speidel and Duquette

[5,62].

111.5.c. C-MnandAu_en_icS_inlessSteelsinHighTempemture WaterEnvironme_s.

An extensive data base describes the stress corrosion and

corrosion fatigue crack propagation kinetics for austenitic

stainless and C-Mn pressure vessel steels in elevated

temperature, pressurized water environments [134,135]. Such data

resulted from work over the past two decades, aimed at

guaranteeing the structural integrity of light water nuclear

reactor plant materials, and organized under the auspices of the

International Cyclic Crack Growth Rate Group. These fracture

mechanics data, the hypothesized film rupture mechanism,

component life prediction procedures, and new environment

chemistry and crack growth damage sensors were reviewed by Ford,

Andresen and coworkers [39,70,71,99,136-138], and by Scott and

Tompkins [34,100,101].

Corrosion fatigue crack propagation in nuclear reactor

materials and environments is complex, owing to the interactive

effects of many variables [39]. Typical data are presented in

Figs. 13 and 14. Da/dN versus AK data for normalized C-Mn steel

in 288°C, low oxygen water (Fig. 13) show a strong environmental

effect relative to inert environment behavior [39,136]. Note the

low loading frequency (0.017 Hz) and high mean stress (R = 0.7)
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conditions. Environmental cracking can exceed ASME Section XI

criteria; such empirical guidelines have been increased as new

results and heightened concerns on corrosion fatigue emerged from

laboratory experimentation [100,136].

The significant variability shown in Fig. 13, and further

emphasized if a larger population of results are considered

[139], is traceable to a complex interaction between the MnS

inclusions in the steel, the flow conditions of solution

surrounding the fracture mechanics specimen in the autoclave and

the electrode potential of the specimen, largely established by

the dissolved oxygen content of the solution [39,139].

The strong effect of cyclic loading frequency is illustrated

in Fig. 14 by da/dN-_K data for sensitized AISI 304 stainless

steel in oxygenated, high temperature, pressurized water [137].

As typically observed, corrosion fatigue crack propagation rates

increase with declining frequency; certainly for moderate levels

of aK, with the near-threshold response unclear. Film rupture

models, including detailed treatments of crack electrochemistry,

explain the distributed results shown in Fig. 13 and predict the

effects of a broad range of variables including frequency

[39,71,99,136,138]. Comparison between measured and predicted

da/dN, Fig. 14, provides an example of this predictive power.

111.5.d. TdaniumAIIoysinAqueousElectrol_es. Since the pioneering

stress corrosion cracking work of Brown, which showed the

sensitivity of precracked titanium alloys to aqueous chloride

solutions [140], many studies have investigated the corrosion

fatigue behavior of this structural material [5]. Typical data

are presented in Fig. 15. Here corrosion fatigue crack growth

rates are enhanced up to 10-fold by cyclic loading in several

halogen-bearing solutions at the free corrosion potential. A

wide range of da/dN is likely, depending on solution electrochem-

istry, aK, frequency, and titanium alloy microstructure

[65,141,142].
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

IV.1. Conclusion

Experimental methods are developed for determinations of

average crack growth rate as a function of continuum fracture

mechanics crack tip parameters, particularly _K. Non-steady

state crack growth, unique to corrosion fatigue, and crack

closure are not understood. Future procedures will incorporate

precision crack length measurement and computer control of stress

intensity to develop quantitative and novel corrosion fatigue

crack growth rate data, particularly near threshold. Advances

have been recorded in measurements of small crack growth

kinetics, however, such approaches are not easily adapted to

controlled environments. The fundamental experimental problem is

the lack of methods to probe mechanical and chemical damage

processes local to the corrosion fatigue crack tip.

IV.2. Fra_ure Mechanics Method$

Following from Fig. 7, the procedure for laboratory

measurement of fatigue crack growth rate as a function of AK is

standardized by ASTM Committee E24 on Fracture Mechanics [143].

Additional details, specific to moist air, are provided by a

summary chapter in the Metals Handbook and by user experiences

[144-145]. Two aspects, environment control and crack length

measurement, are uniquely important to corrosion fatigue, as

indicated by an annex to the ASTM standard and a U.S. Navy

procedure for seawater [143,146].

Control and characterization of the gaseous or aqueous

environment which surrounds the specimen is of paramount

importance to corrosion fatigue experiments. Particular emphasis

must be placed on control and measurement of variables such as

electrode potential, environment ionic and dissolved oxygen

compositions, purity, flow rate and temperature. Successful

approaches have been reported for most environments, as reviewed

by Gangloff et al. [147]. Detailed procedures are often complex,

as illustrated by work on fatigue in high temperature,

pressurized water environments. Owing to the importance of slow
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loading frequency in exacerbating corrosion fatigue, experiments

must often be maintained for weeks or months.

A wide range of crack length monitoring methods are employed

in fracture mechanics studies of fatigue, as illustrated in Fig.

16 after Marsh and Smith [148]. The indirect or remote methods

are required for corrosion fatigue because the fracture mechanics

specimen is immersed in an environmental chamber. Periodic

interruption of loading or chemical exposure may introduce

transient cracking. To date, successful applications have been

reported for the compliance and electrical potential difference

methods. Procedures for each approach are reviewed in two

volumes edited by Beevers [149,150].

The electrical potential method has been widely applied to

studies of corrosion fatigue (for example, References

50,61,97,121,151) because of the simplicity of employing simple

wire probes in aggressive environments, and because the approach

is applicable to through-thickness and surface crack geometries.

Typical data are presented in Fig. 17, where computer acquisition

and high gain stable amplification produced hundreds of measured

data points which merge into a continuous line. Here, crack

growth occurred at constant AK with a single rate observed for

air but not the aqueous chloride environment. The averaged

resolution of the potential difference approach varies between 2

and 30 _m, depending on circuity and specimen geometry.

In all cases reported, the application of high (1 to 50

amperes) direct or alternating current has no effect on corrosion

fatigue for gases or electrolytes. Presumably, the conductivity

of the specimen is orders of magnitude higher than that of

electrolytes, including conductive chloride; current leakage into

solution at the crack tip is not significant. Possible drawbacks

of the potential difference method include specimen heating,

crack surface electrical contact (or shorting) when the crack

surfaces are maintained clean and conductive, and a lack of

information on crack surface contact and mechanical load

transfer.

Compliance measurements yield accurate determinations of

crack length and provide an approximate indication of the extent
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Fig. 17 Cyclic crack length data from automated dc electrical

potential measurements of cracks in API-2H steel in

moist air or aqueous NaC1 with cathodic polarization

and at constant AK; after Gangloff [158].
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of crack closure (Section VII.2.a). Crack length resolution is

on the order of 25 #m for typical long (25 mm) crack specimens.

While the use of crack mouth or back face displacement gages in

gases and liquids is complex, the problems are not insurmountable

as indicated by specific applications [60,123,130,136,139,142,

152,153]. The main issue associated with the compliance approach

is the arbitrary character of the determination of an "effective"

stress intensity to describe growth rates independent of crack

closure. In this regard, the usefulness of crack mouth-opening

and back face compliance measurements is currently debated.

It is critical to experimentally differentiate transient and

steady state corrosion fatigue crack growth rates, with the

former dependent on time or_equivalently loading cycles at

constant applied stress intensity as discussed by Hudak and Wei

[154]. Crack geometries, programmed loading histories and test

interruptions; which are allowable under the standard and do not

influence benign environment fatigue; can significantly influence

corrosion fatigue crack propagation. This complicating phenomena

is attributed to time dependent chemical contributions to fatigue

damage, Section VII.3.

IV.3. N_w Procedures

The data presented in Figs. Ii through 15 were obtained by

constant load, increasing AK, or by programmed continuously

decreasing AK methods [155]. That such rates represent steady

state conditions governed solely by AK is, however, generally not

proven and the effects of loading history and crack size are not

understood.

The coupling of recent advances in remote crack length

measurement with the computer controlled servohydraulic test

machine enables meaningful characterizations of corrosion fatigue

crack propagation rates. A useful procedure to supplement

constant load or continuously decreasing'AK cracking is

represented in Fig. 18 for the case of ferritic steel in aqueous

chloride. Here, AK is maintained constant at selected levels

labeled 1 through 7, and by either compliance or electrical

potential measurements of crack length and computer controlled
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load reductions. Steady state crack growth and transient

behavior will be indicated by the character of the crack length

versus loading cycles data; viz, linear for the former and

nonlinear for the transient case.

As a second sophistication, two regimes of crack growth can

be probed by a procedure recently discussed by Hertzberg and

coworkers [156]. For high aK and low R (points 1 to 3) stress

ratio is maintained constant as increasing levels of constant _K

are programmed. Subsequent tests are conducted at constant Kma x

and several levels of constant aK selected to decrease, with

increasing R. In this way near-threshold corrosion fatigue crack

propagation is characterized without the complicating effects of

delay retardation or crack closure. The possibility of closure

effects at any combination of _K and R can be assessed by the

linearity of cyclic crack length data, and by compliance

measurements coupled with variations in Kmi n below the indicated

crack opening load.

The approach in Fig. 18 has several advantages in addition

to demonstrably steady state kinetics. With constant AK and

precision measurements of crack length, low values of da/dN can

be obtained for low frequency loading over a reasonable test time

because the crack growth increment for a meaningful rate

determination is small. Secondly, environmental and loading

frequency variable effects are readily determined to within about

± 20% uncertainty, based on changing cyclic crack growth rate

response at constant AK and R. Finally, the procedure in Fig. 18

probes two important regimes of fatigue crack propagation,

including conventional high _K low R and high R near-threshold or

"ripple" loading. This approach was successfully applied in an

investigation of corrosion fatigue crack propagation in an

aluminum-lithium alloy [125,126].

The methods discussed above are based on small scale

yielding throughout the precracked specimen. Dowling extended

this linear elastic approach to describe fatigue crack

propagation during large scale yielding based on the J-integral

characterization of the crack tip stress and strain field [157].

While established for moist air, this approach has not been
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applied to corrosion fatigue.

IV.4. Novel Measurements _ Corrosion Fatigue Cracking

The fracture mechanics approach is based on measurements of

average crack growth rate and applied stress intensity for

specimens containing single, large (> 25 mm) cracks. A second

level of measurement probes mechanical and chemical damage

processes local to the crack tip. Only limited successes have

been recorded.

Electrical potential measurements can be employed to

continuously monitor the growth of single, defect nucleated

fatigue cracks sized above about 50 _m [158]. This method is

applicable to aqueous (for example, Fig. 17) and high purity

gaseous environments, and has been successfully used to monitor

the growth of corrosion fatigue cracks in single, albeit large,

grains of steels, nickel-based and aluminum alloys

[97,125,126,159]. Despite these successes, this method does not

directly probe crack tip damage processes.

Plastic tape replication measurements are employed to

monitor the surface growth of small fatigue cracks in moist air

[157]. This method requires periodic loading interruptions which

may affect corrosion fatigue, it does not directly probe crack

tip damage and it does not provide information on the crack

perimeter. The only benefit over electrical potential monitoring

is that replication methods characterize fatigue crack nucleation

at natural microstructural features and defects such as

inclusions.

Papers within this volume do not discuss experimental

characterizations of crack tip chemical and mechanical damage.

This omission is traceable to the complexity of such endeavors.

Gerberich, Davidson and Lankford reviewed various microscopic

techniques directed at crack tip fracture observations [160,161].

The following methods yielded insights on fatigue crack propagation

for vacuum and moist air:

Insitu Scanning Electron Microscopy of a Cyclically Loaded
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Specimen; Stereoimaging Analysis

Electron Channeling Pattern Techniques

High Voltage Transmission Electron Microscopy

X-ray Diffraction and Topographic Techniques

TEM Analysis of Crack Wake Dislocation Morphologies

Insitu Auger Cracking and Chemical Analysis

These methods have not been widely applied to corrosion fatigue.

As an example, Davidson and Lankford employed stereoimaging

to show that environment affects crack tip plasticity and crack

growth mode [162-164]. For constant applied aK, near crack tip

opening strain decreased for embrittling compared to inert

environments. These studies were conducted with 1020 steel and

7075-T651 aluminum specimens which were loaded cyclically and

observed in the SEM vacuum after prior fatigue cracking in either

moist air or dry N 2. Additional work involved SEM analysis of

crack wake subboundaries formed by prior fatigue in moist air or

dry N 2. Insitu environmental cracking was not attempted. The

mechanistic implications of this work are discussed in Section

VII.2.b.

Wei and coworkers employed Auger spectroscopy to measure

rates of water vapor and H2S reactions with both polished and i__nn

situ fractured alloy surfaces [37,66,129]. These chemical

kinetics were employed to model rates of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation.

Since the early work of Brown [165], researchers have

employed electrochemical probes to define the crack environment.

Corrosion fatigue of a carbon-manganese steel in seawater has

been extensively investigated by this approach [166-168]. Near

crack tip pH, potential and chloride ion concentration were

measured for comparisons with mass transport and reaction model

predictions. Detailed reviews of these experimental measurements

are presented elsewhere [138,169].
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V. EFFECTS OF CRITICAL VARIABLES

V.1. Conclusion

A plethora of interactive variables influences the corrosion

fatigue crack growth rate-stress intensity relationship. The

effects of chemical, metallurgical and mechanical variables are

well characterized and reasonably explained by qualitative

arguments. Growth rates are affected by environment chemistry

variables (viz: temperature; gas pressure and impurity content;

electrolyte pH, potential, conductivity, and halogen or sulfide

ion content); by mechanical variables such as AK, mean stress,

frequency, waveform and overloads; and by metallurgical variables

including impurity composition, microstructure and cyclic

deformation mode. Time, or loading frequency, is critical;

complicating long-life component performance predictions based on

shorter term laboratory data. Limited studies show that yield

strength is not a critical variable in cycle-time dependent

corrosion fatigue. Fractographic analyses of microscopic crack

paths provide a basis for failure analyses and input to

mechanistic studies.

V.2. I_rodu_ion

Alloy development and life prediction approaches to control

corrosion fatigue are confounded by the many interactive

variables which affect crack propagation, beyond that expected

based on benign environment fatigue. Table 1 lists these

variables for steels in marine environments. The goal in

corrosion fatigue is to develop da/dN-AK relationships which

include the effects of all such variables.

The variables in Table 1 influence fatigue crack propagation

in most alloy systems. Detailed analysis of each effect is not

possible. Rather, the following discussion illustrates typical

effects of the more important variables for ferrous, aluminum and

titanium alloys. Qualitative explanations for the experimental

trends are provided. Quantitative models of fatigue crack growth

rate response are outlined in Section VI.
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TABLEI -- MECHANICAL,ENVIRONMENTCHEMISTRYANDMETALLURGICAL

VARIABLESAFFECTINGCORROSIONFATIGUEIN MARINEENVIRONMENTS
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V.3. MechanicalLoading Variables

V.3.a. StresslntensityFa_orRange. That applied stress intensity

range affects rates of corrosion fatigue crack propagation in a

complex fashion compared to inert environments is illustrated in

Fig. I. Specific data are presented in Figs. 3, 6, 9, II, 13, 15

and 19.

While a simple powerlaw response is typical for a limited

range of &K (Figs. 3, 6 and ii), the more general behavior is

indicated in Fig. 19 for Ti-6AI-4V, X-65 controlled rolled

microalloyed ferritic steel, and precipitation hardened aluminum

alloy 7017-T651, each in aqueous chloride (see also Figs. 9, 13

and 15) [34,64,141,170]. Such results are expected because inert

environment fatigue is driven by crack tip plasticity, which is

simply related to &K and compared to the conjoint plastic strain

and chemical processes involved in corrosion fatigue.

At present, there are only limited analytical predictions of

the stress intensity dependence of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation rates. Micromechanical-chemical models exist, as

discussed in Section VI, however, most are based on simplifying

assumptions. It is useful to consider that three regimes of

corrosion fatigue crack growth are possible, as represented

schematically in Fig. 1 for Type A cycle-time-dependent behavior.

Near-threshold (da/dN < 10 -6 mm/cycle), environmental

effects may reduce AKth and increase da/dN paralleling benign

environment behavior. In Fig. 19 rates for the titanium alloy

are well above 10 -6 mm/cycle, however, imaginative extrapolation

suggests that the environment could lower &Kth and raise growth

rates relative to moist air. For steels, indications of this

effect were reported by Booth et al. [123] and by Bardal [119];

however; little difference is seen for near-threshold cracking in

chloride versus moist air in Fig. 19. In fact near-threshold

rates for the former are less than moist air kinetics and perhaps

approach vacuum behavior. Near-threshold corrosion fatigue in

aluminum alloys is largely unexplored; limited data are shown in

Fig. 12 [126].

Measurements of crack growth in the near-threshold regime

are prohibitively time consuming owing to the low loading
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frequencies relevant to corrosion fatigue [120,171]. As such,

environmental effects are poorly understood, as illustrated by

models which predict that hydrogen embrittlement may reduce _Kth,

while corrosion blunting of the crack tip may increase the

threshold relative to an inert reference environment [39,172].

The experimental procedure outlined in Fig. 18 provides a means

of characterizing low growth rate corrosion fatigue.

A second regime of corrosion fatigue crack propagation is

often observed for stress intensity levels above the fatigue

threshold. Here corrosion fatigue da/dN values increase rapidly

relative to the reference environment and with a significantly

stronger power-law dependence. This behavior is shown for each

alloy in Fig. 19 and may be interpreted as the intervention of

cyclic deformation stimulated "stress corrosion cracking"

[34,59,141]. The steep slope is interpreted as evidence of

mechanically rate limited crack propagation in the presence of

fast and sufficiently completed chemical reactions and mass

transport.

A third regime of corrosion fatigue response at higher AK is

typified by so called "plateau" nearly K-independent behavior, or

more generally, by a reduction in the slope of the da/dN-_K

dependence. This former behavior is indicated for the steel-NaCl

system in Figs. ii and 19, while a reduced power-law relationship

is observed for the titanium and aluminum alloys. The reduced

dependence on _K is interpreted as due to a constant, K-

independent, transport limited "cyclic SCC" rate superimposed on

a AK dependent mechanical fatigue process. Stated equivalently,

plateau behavior may be due to chemically rate limited

environmental cracking which cannot respond to increasing

mechanical driving force.

Corrosion fatigue crack growth rates intersect and equal

benign environment values at very high AK approaching KIC. This

regime is of little significance owing to the high levels of aK

and fast crack growth rates involved.

The stress intensity dependence of corrosion fatigue is

typically characterized by a simple constant load, increasing aK

experiment. The data in Fig. 19 were determined by this method.
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To date there have been no extensive studies of the load and

crack length history dependence of the da/dN-aK relationship for

corrosion fatigue. That the results in Fig. 19 are true material

property laws which are independent of loading and geometry

factors remains to be proven. This issue is particularly

important when small crack and crack closure processes occur, as
discussed in Section VII.

When characterizing the effects of variables on corrosion

fatigue crack propagation and when developing models, it is

important to recognize the various aK regimes.

V.3.b. M_nS_ess. Increasing mean stress intensity, as

characterized by the "stress ratio" (R = Kmin/Kmax) , generally

increases rates of fatigue crack propagation, particularly for

low growth rates (< 10 -5 mm/cycle), and inert or aggressive

environments. For the former case and at temperatures where time

dependent plastic deformation is minimal, the casual mechanism is

universally crack closure (Section VII.2) [153]. Effects of

increasing Kmax, the monotonic plastic zone size and crack tip

mean strain on the da/dN-aK_plied relationship are not well

defined for intrinsic mechanical fatigue crack propagation.

For cycle-time-dependent corrosion fatigue, closure

certainly contributes to the R value effect, however, the

magnitude of the maximum stress intensity could influence the

cracking mechanism, as for example in hydrogen embrittlement.

The relative contributions of crack closure and intrinsic mean

stress effects have not been modeled. Dramatic stress ratio

effects on corrosion fatigue above KISCG are well described by

linear superposition modeling [50].

Vosikovsky and coworkers demonstrated the deleterious effect

of stress ratio on corrosion fatigue in carbon and heat treated

alloy steels exposed to NaCl [173,174]. For a specific

frequency, single crack growth rate laws of the type shown in

Fig. 19, were produced for air and for NaCl when aK was replaced

by a function including the stress ratio; viz. (_K + 4R) for X70

C-Mn steel and (AK + 3R) for HYI30 steel. The relative

contributions of crack closure and R-sensitive environmental
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cracking were not defined. Given that the (_K + R) function

equally correlates da/dN data for air and aqueous chloride, and

based on the relatively small effect of R on corrosion fatigue,

it is likely that mean stress predominantly affected crack

closure for this system. Indeed Ewalds argued that these fatigue

data are equally well correlated with an "effective _K" equal to

(0.6 + 0.3R)_K and based on Elber's physical notion of plasticity

induced crack closure [175].

The need in this area is to define the effect of stress

ratio on intrinsic corrosion fatigue crack propagation,

independent of crack closure. This aim is hindered by the

complexity of measuring displacement in aggressive environments

and by the lack of understanding of the relationship between such

measurements, physical load transfer and the relevant stress

intensity range.

V,3.c. Loading WaveformandLoadingSequence. Two factors, constant

amplitude loading wave shape and loading spectra, can influence

corrosion fatigue crack propagation. The data presented in this

review were obtained for constant amplitude, sinusoidal loading.

Results on waveform and load interaction effects in corrosion

fatigue are limited.

Rates of corrosion fatigue crack propagation are well

correlated by the root-mean-square of the applied stress

intensity distribution for the steel-NaCl system under narrow

band random loading [110,172,176,177]. Complex overload and

associated delay retardation effects in corrosion fatigue are

beginning to be examined, for example Reference 131. Hertzberg

outlines a basis for such studies in benign environments [89].

Several studies show that cycle-time-dependent corrosion

fatigue crack growth rates are increased by waveforms which

involve slow rising load compared to fast rising-slow falling or

fast rise-prolonged Kma x hold periods for constant cyclic

frequency. This trend was demonstrated by Pelloux and Selines

for a 7075 aluminum alloy [128], by Barsom [51] for high strength

steel, and by Vosikovsky [170] for low strength C-Mn steel, all

exposed to aqueous NaCI. A typical example is presented in Fig.
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3 [51,52]. Scott et al. observed a modest reduction in da/dN for

the low strength carbon steel-seawater system when subjected to a

fast rise sawtooth waveform and compared to equal corrosion

fatigue for sinusoidal, triangular and slow rise sawtooth

loadings at constant frequency [58]. In contrast Wei and Hudak

reported that varying rise time had no effect on corrosion

fatigue of 7075-T651 in distilled water [in Ref. 51].

It is reasonable to expect that envlronmental effects are

stimulated by slow strain and surface creation rates during

rising loading. None-the-less, the effect of waveform depends on

the rate controlling mechanism and will be material-environment

specific. Changing rate of loading may have little effect on

corrosion fatigue governed by fast surface reactions, but a large

effect on systems where hydrogen diffusion in the crack tip

plastic zone is rate limiting. The microscopic processes of

surface creation on loading and of crack tip shape change on

unloading and varying convective mixing may also affect the

waveform dependence.

Loading waveform effects on corrosion fatigue crack

propagation above KISCC are well described by the integrated

load-time history for each cycle [50]. Results suggest that

crack growth only occurs on the loading portion of the cycle

[26].

V.4. Cyclic Loadino FreQuency_

The time dependence of corrosion fatigue is arguably the

most important aspect of this fracture mode. The general notion

is that corrosion fatigue crack growth rates increase with

decreasing cyclic loading frequency (f) because of increasing

time per cycle available for increased chemical reaction and mass

transport. This trend may be altered for cases where increased

frequency increases the rate of environmental cracking due to:

(i) enhanced mass transport by convective mixing, (2) enhanced

crack tip strain and surface creation rates, and (3) reduced

crack tip blunting by dissolution. The frequency dependence of

time-cycle-dependent corrosion fatigue is accordingly complex.

To understand frequency effects, it is of paramount
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importance to identify the rate limiting step in the transport,

chemical reaction and fracture sequence for corrosion fatigue

crack growth [30,33,37,98]. Additionally, the effect of stress

intensity must be considered; the frequency dependence may be

specific to each of the three _K regimes.

V.4.a. a_hand Nea_eshold R_imes. Two unique frequency

dependencies are reported for near-threshold corrosion fatigue

crack propagation; da/dN is constant with increasing f, or

alternately, da/dN increases with increasing f. No data are

available which show increasing near-threshold corrosion fatigue

crack growth rates with decreasing frequency. More research is

required, particularly at slow loading frequencies where test

times are prolonged.

Frequency independent corrosion fatigue crack growth was

reported by Speidel for steels and nickel based alloys [26].

This "true" or cycle-dependent corrosion fatigue behavior is

illustrated by the horizontal dashed lines in Fig.4 for both

moist air and NaOH. A similar frequency independence of near-

threshold da/dN was reported by Meyn for Ti-SAI-IMo-lV in 3.5%

NaCl [65], and by Piascik and Gangloff for an aluminum-lithium-

copper alloy exposed to 1% NaCl with anodic polarization [126].

Frequency independent near-threshold cracking is well

established for the steel-aqueous chloride system. Vosikovsky

reported da/dN independent of f for X-65 and HYI30 steels at low

aK levels [170,174]; Fig. 19. This effect was also observed by

Gangloff for carbon and heat treated alloy steels in 3% NaCl with

cathodic polarization [178]. Specific data in Fig. 20 were

obtained for constant aK, at a level within the steeply rising

portion of the da/dN-aK dependence for each frequency. Note that

crack growth rates in NaCl are independent of loading frequency,

are about 3 to 4-fold greater than the value for moist air and

are 20 times the da/dN for vacuum. At very low _K, frequency

independent crack growth rates in aqueous chloride and moist air

merge, as suggested in Fig. 19.

In selected instances low _K corrosion fatigue crack growth

rates increase with increasing frequency. Specific examples were
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reported by Dawson and Pelloux for Ti-6AI-4V in NaCI, Fig. 19

[141], and by Ford for an AI-7% Mg alloy loaded cyclically in 1 N

Na2SO4 with cathodic polarization [72]. In the later case crack
growth rates increased by an order of magnitude as f increased
from 3 to 33 Hz; all rates were significantly faster than

reference values for dry argon. This behavior was explained

based on the film rupture/repassivation model and the idea that

environmental crack extension per unit time increases strongly

with increasing crack tip strain rate, equivalently increasing f,

as discussed in Section VI.7 [72].

V.4.b. ModemteaK'PMteau'Regime. For aK levels where the

power-law dependence of da/dN is reduced and approaching plateau

behavior, sub-Kiscc corrosion fatigue growth rates generally

increase with decreasing frequency. A saturation crack growth

rate is often observed for low frequencies. Extensive data

supporting these trends were reported by Vosikovsky [170,174 and

Fig. 19], Scott et al. [58,121], Gallagher [179], Gangloff

[37,99,180] and Hinton and Procter [181] for steels in aqueous

chloride; by Wei and Shim [37,182] for steels in distilled water

and water vapor; by Brazill et al. [151] for an alloy steel in

gaseous H2S; by Holroyd and Hardie [64] for 7000 series aluminum

alloys in seawater; by Wei and coworkers [61,129,183], and Dicus

[184] for 2000 and 7000 series aluminum alloys in purified water

vapor; by Chiou and Wei [185], and Dawson and Pelloux [141 and

Fig. 19] for Ti-6AI-4V in aqueous NaCI; and by Ford and Andresen

[39,137 and Fig. 14] for austenitic stainless steels in high

temperature purified water. Three cases are discussed: steel in

aqueous chloride, aluminum alloys in water vapor, and

stainless/ferritic C-Mn steels in high temperature water.

V.4.b.(1). SteelsinAqueousChloride. The frequency dependence

of the corrosion fatigue crack propagation rate in API-2H C-Mn

steel exposed to 3% NaCl with cathodic polarization is shown in

Fig. 21 [180]. These results were obtained by constant stress

intensity experimentation, with the specific _K level of 23 MPa_

selected to be within the "plateau" region of corrosion fatigue
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cracking for this steel (see Fig. 32). The logarithmic plot of

environmental crack growth rate versus reciprocal frequency is

suggested by mechanistic modeling discussed in an ensuing

section.

At frequencies above about 20 Hz, equal rates of fatigue

crack propagation are observed for aqueous chloride and moist

air; this value is about three times faster than crack growth in

vacuum. Three regimes of behavior are observed with decreasing

frequency. Initially, da/dN increases mildly, followed by a

strong acceleration of corrosion fatigue for frequencies between

4 and 0.1 Hz, and leading to a third regime where da/dN is

constant or mildly increasing as frequency declines to very small

values. 2

The trend shown in Fig. 21 is general, as indicated by the

behavior of a variety of additional steels of varying yield

strength, but similar AK, R and electrochemical conditions

[37,58,121,170,174,179-182,186]. Results indicate similar

behavior for the first two stages of the'frequency response.

Interestingly, the saturation behavior seems to be observed for

the high strength quenched and tempered steels (viz, API-2H and

HY-130 with ays = 760 and 900 MPa, respectively), but not for

lower strength ferrite-pearlite BS4360 and X-65 steels (ays =

450 MPa). Additional experiments are required to explore this

point.

The frequency dependence in Fig. 21 is explained by hydrogen

embrittlement modeling reviewed in Section VI.6. The slope of

the second regime is suggestive of the mechanism which controls

corrosion fatigue, be it 1/2 indicating hydrogen diffusion

control or some other Value indicating hydrogen production (by

surface reaction) rate control. The saturation behavior observed

for the higher strength steels at the lower frequencies is also

mechanistically significant. Similar results were reported for

an aluminum alloy in seawater as indicated in Fig. 19c [64].

2For perspective, the data point at a cyclic loading frequency of 0.0002 Hz required 12 days to produce a

crack length interval of 0.10 mm dudng 250 load cycles.
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V.4.b._). Aluminum Alioysin WaterVapor. While no one study has

examined the frequency dependence of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation in the high strength aluminum alloy-pure water vapor

system, in toto several investigations indicate that growth rates

depend uniquely on environmental exposure, which is given by the

product of load cycle period and water vapor pressure (PH20)

(viz, PH20/loading frequency) [37,61,129]. Data are presented in

Figs. 22 and 23 for two aluminum alloys, 2219-T851 and 7075-T651,

in terms of environmental crack growth rate versus PH20/2f or PH20

at a single frequency. Several constant stress intensity range

levels are represented for a single frequency of 5 Hz and

variable PH20 .3

The effect of frequency (water vapor pressure) on corrosion

fatigue crack growth rates in the aluminum-water vapor system is

similar to that exhibited by steel in aqueous chloride. Rates at

high frequencies with water vapor are equal to values for inert

environments. As frequency declines (or PH20 increases), da/dN

values increase sharply to a saturation level. Some alloys such

as 7075-T651 exhibit a second rate increase and saturation level.

Since frequency was not varied, the data in Figs. 22 and 23

do not unequivocally establish the interchangeable influences of

PH20 and frequency. The role of exposure to describe both

frequency and water vapor pressure effects on crack propagation

is better established when several studies are considered.

Bradshaw and Wheeler examined an AI-Cu-Mg alloy (DTA 5070A) in

water vapor at two frequencies (i and i00 Hz) and a range of PH20

[187]. The pressure dependence at each frequency was equivalent

to that shown in Figs. 22 and 23; the levels of PH20 required to

produce a given crack growth rate scaled with inverse frequency.

Dicus concluded that frequencies between 1 and i0 Hz had no

3Environmental crack growth rate data are plotted for several constant stress intensity ranges in Figs. 22

and 23, however, experiments were conducted under constant load-increasing AK with several specimens

cracked at a variety of frequencies or water vapor pressures. Data were cross-plotted from complete

da/dN-&K relations, Constant AK was generally not maintained over an interval of crack extension in

contrast to the results presented in Figs. 20 and 21.
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influence on corrosion fatigue rates for 7475-T651; only water

vapor pressure controlled da/dN [184]. These results are

consistent with the saturation behavior in Figs. 22 and 23, at

least for water vapor pressures up to the point of the second

rise. Dicus found that this second rate transition occurred at a

constant pressure for the two frequencies.

Theoretical modeling described in Sections VI.5.a and

VI.6.b. supports the governing influence of the exposure

parameter. None-the-less, a complete characterization of the

frequency dependence for selected constant PH20 levels would

confirm this relationship.

The frequency dependence of corrosion fatigue in the

aluminum-water vapor system has not been determined for near-

threshold crack growth. Recent results for an AI-Li alloy

suggest that the trends presented in Figs. 22 and 23 are obeyed

near aKth [125]. Limited data by Niegel and coworkers show that

aKth for the onset of environmental fatigue cracking along high

angle grain boundaries in an Al-Zn-Mg alloy is reduced from the

level for inert environment Stage II transgranular crack growth

according to the reciprocal square root of PH20 [132].

Presumably, the exposure parameter would describe the effect of

pressure and frequency.

_4.b._). MassTmnsportandRea_ionR_e Modeling: HydrogenEmbrittlement.

The essence of the mechanistic explanations for the aqueous and

gaseous environment results contained in Figs. 21 to 23 is

equivalent. Crack growth per cycle is assumed to be proportional

to the amount of hydrogen generated at the crack tip by chemical

or electrochemical reactions. The frequency dependence is

determined by the slow rate limiting transport or reaction

process, coupled with other fast steps in the corrosion fatigue

sequence. This subject has been extensively investigated by Wei

and coworkers [37]. For steel in aqueous chloride, hydrogen is

produced by electrochemical reaction at the straining crack tip

and in an amount proportional to the total charge passed per

cycle. Electrochemical reaction on the clean crack surface is

rate limiting. Measurements of the kinetics of these reactions
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demonstrate that the rise in the frequency response in Fig. 21 is

controlled by this slow surface reaction-step; lower frequencies

result in longer exposure time per cycle and increased charge

passed and hydrogen produced [37,182,188]. At sufficiently low

frequencies, the surface reaction per cycle is complete, with
little additional hydrogen produced with further decreases in

time; da/dN is constant. An alternate explanation based on
hydrogen diffusion is described in Section VI.6.

For the aluminum-water vapor system, hydrogen is produced by
water vapor oxidation of aluminum. This reaction is fast and not

rate limiting. Rather, the first rise to saturation in Figs. 22

and 23 is due to slow water molecule transport along the crack,

the rate limiting process, and as influenced by crack wall-

molecule interactions or impeded Knudsen flow. Da/dN increases
with decreasing frequency because the amount of fast reaction at

the crack tip is increased by increased transport supply and
crack tip pressure [61,129]. Above a specific exposure, rates
are insensitive to frequency (and pressure) because mass

transport is sufficient for the surface reaction to reach maximum

completion; da/dN is constant. The second rise in Fig. 23 is

ascribed to slow chemical reaction between water vapor and

magnesium which is segregated to grain boundaries in aluminum
alloys [183].

For both systems the transport and reaction processes have

been modeled as discussed in Section VI. [37,61,129,182,188]. If

the saturation growth rate is taken as an adjustable parameter,

then the frequency dependencies shown in Fig. 21, 22 and 23 are

predicted. A specific example is shown by the solid lines in

Figs. 22 and 23; these are model predictions [61,129].

V.4.b.(4). SteelsinHighTempemture Water. Film Ruptum Modeling. The

strong effect of frequency on corrosion fatigue crack growth in

"film rupture" systems is illustrated by the behavior of

stainless and ferritic C-Mn steels in elevated temperature water

[39,71,136]. Specific data and modeling predictions are shown in

Figs. 14 and 24. Here, moderate _K corrosion fatigue crack

growth rates increase with decreasing frequency. Notably,
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however, aKth decreases with increasing frequency as seen in Fig.

24b. Film rupture modeling, summarized in Section VI.7, predicts

that da/dN increases with decreasing frequency, as indicated by

the predicted sets of power-law lines in Figs. 14 and 24a.

For a given crack tip strain rate (equivalently, _K), a

frequency exists below which brittle crack growth is replaced by

crack tip blunting by corrosion. This behavior is approximated

by the shaded band in Fig. 24a. Crack growth rates cannot be

sustained above this band; a threshold stress intensity range is

defined by the intersection of the blunting line and the film

rupture crack growth rate prediction. As shown in Fig. 24b,

_Kth, defined in this manner, is predicted to decrease with

increasing frequency; that is, with decreasing time for blunting.

V.5. EnvironmentChemicalA_ivi_

Environment chemistry variables including temperature; gas

pressure and purity; and electrolyte pH, potential, flow rate and

halogen or sulfur ion content strongly affect rates of corrosion

fatigue crack propagation. Understanding of these effects

requires that a specific chemical variable be considered: (1)

within each of the regimes of stress intensity behavior; (2) as a

function of loading frequency; (3) and uniquely for cyclic

deformation, crack initiation, microcrack propagation and long

crack growth. This task is formidable.

Three environment chemistry variables have been extensively

investigated: (I) water vapor pressure for aluminum alloys, as

discussed in Section V.4.b.(2), (2) solution composition for

stainless or carbon-manganese steels in high temperature water,

and (3) electrode potential for steels and aluminum alloys in

aqueous chloride environments. A fourth case, gaseous hydrogen

pressure and temperature effects on corrosion fatigue in steels,

is not well understood.

V.5.a. S_inlessand _MnFewiticSteelsinHighTempemture Waten Ford

and Andresen broadly investigated the effects of electrolyte

composition, oxygen concentration, solution flow and electrode

potential on stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue crack
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propagation in stainless and C-Mn ferritic steels exposed to high
temperature water environments typical of nuclear reactor and

piping applications [39,70,71,136,137]. Many of these effects

are explained by mass transport and electrochemical analyses of

crack chemistry and transient repassivation reactions, coupled

with the film rupture model, as reviewed by Ford [138].

V.5.b. SteelsandAluminuminAqueousChloride:Effe_ of ElectrodePotential.

Studies have been conducted on the effect of electrode potential

on aqueous chloride corrosion fatigue crack initiation and

propagation in low strength C-Mn and heat treated alloy steels,

and to a lesser extent in precipitation hardened aluminum alloys.

V.5.b.(1). C-MnFe_icSteels. For steels of yield strength

below about i000 MPa, fracture mechanics crack propagation

experiments have emphasized the moderate _K "plateau" regime (>

18 MPa_, Fig. ii), and frequencies generally within the

saturation range (< 0.2 Hz, Fig. 21). Corrosion fatigue in this

aK-f regime is cycle-time-dependent below KISCC.

Results from several laboratories demonstrate that corrosion

fatigue crack growth rates generally increase with increasing

cathodic polarization [58,115,122,170,173,174,178,189]. Specific

data in Fig. 25 illustrate this trend for two carbon-manganese

steels. Note, however, that "plateau AK" crack growth rates

exhibit a minimum at about 200 mV cathodic to the free corrosion

potential.

The behavior shown in Fig. 25 is explained based on hydrogen

embrittlement and analytical modeling of crack chemistry. The

notion is that da/dN increases with increasing crack tip hydrogen

production, as discussed in Sections VI.5 and 6. The minima is

explained because crack tip hydrogen is produced by both proton

and water reduction; the former decreases with increasing

cathodic polarization, while the later increases in importance

for potentials below about -800 mV (SCE) [190,191].

The correlation of corrosion fatigue crack growth rate with

the amount of hydrogen produced at the crack tip, and on surfaces

exposed to bulk electrolyte, is suggested by static load hydrogen
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embrittlement models [192]. Turnbull developed analytical

predictions of specimen surface and crack tip hydrogen production

as a function of bulk solution pH and applied electrode potential

[190,191,193]. Gangloff correlated KISCC with hydrogen uptake

from electrolytes and gases for static load cracking of high

strength steels [194,195]. Such information, coupled with in

situ permeation measurements of hydrogen uptake in a component,

provide a meaningful approach to control of cracking [57,113].

Yamakawa and coworkers, and DeLuccia and Berman developed

hydrogen permeation sensors [113,114]. Unfortunately, this

integrated sensor, crack chemistry and micromechanical cracking

analysis has not been applied to corrosion fatigue.

Studies of the effect of electrode potential on corrosion

fatigue illustrate an important distinction between crack

initiation and propagation. Uhlig and coworkers reported that

corrosion fatigue of polished specimens of 1020 and 4140 steels,

exposed to NaCl during high frequency rotating bending "S-N"

conditions, only occurred if a critical anodic corrosion current

was exceeded [84-86]. Typical data are presented in Fig. 26 for

4140 steel in 3% NaCI at varying electrode potentials and loaded

at stress levels above and below the moist air endurance limit of

379 MPa (55 ksi) [86]. Mild cathodic polarization restores this

air endurance limit and the number of cycles (4 x 105 for dry

air) for fatigue failure at 448 MPa. Polarization noble to a

critical value degrades both of these fatigue properties. A

similar beneficial effect of cathodic polarization was reported

by Rajpathak and Hartt based on measurements of corrosion fatigue

crack initiation and early growth to a 1 mm depth at the root of

a notch (see Fig. 54) [196].

The opposite effects of cathodic polarization on smooth

specimen life and crack propagation are readily understood.

Presumably, anodic corrosion leading to either enhanced plastic

deformation or localized pitting is required for corrosion

fatigue crack initiation [1,29,36,87]. Here, hydrogen plays a

secondary role, particularly for the moderate potentials, fast

loading frequencies and near-threshold stress intensities typical

of the smooth specimen studies. Anodic dissolution should
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similarly affect near-threshold crack propagation in steels,

however, evidence in this regard is lacking. Cathodic

polarization enhances moderate aK rates of corrosion fatigue

crack propagation by the hydrogen embrittlement mechanism. Slow

loading frequencies, significant plastic straining and

concentrated hydrogen production within the occluded crack

provide the basis for hydrogen embrittlement as dissolution

becomes less important.

Electrode potential effects on corrosion fatigue of steels

in marine environments are critical because of the requirement to

cathodically protect structures against general corrosion.

Designers have debated the effects of cathodic potential on

fatigue cracking [104-107]. From the above discussion, and based

on experiments with large scale structural components, it is

concluded that cathodic polarization can be either beneficial or

deleterious to the corrosion fatigue resistance of a component

[99,100,110]. The specific effect depends on the level of

applied cathodic current and the regime of fatigue which

dominates component life, be it initiation or propagation.

V.5.b._). Precip_tionHardenedAluminum Alloys. Applied

electrode potential significantly affects corrosion fatigue crack

propagation in precipitation hardened aluminum alloys in aqueous

chloride. In general corrosion fatigue cracking occurs at the

free corrosion potential, is exacerbated by either anodic

polarization or large cathodic polarization, and is mitigated by

mild cathodic polarization. Mechanistic explanations are

lacking.

As reviewed by Speidel and later Holroyd and Scamans,

fracture mechanics stress corrosion crack growth rates and slow

strain rate tensile ductility both indicate a maximum resistance

to cracking at potentials which are mildly cathodic to the free

corrosion potential for 7000 series aluminum alloys in halogen

bearing solutions [66,197]. Data are limited for 2000 series

alloys, however, anodic polarization appears to enhance stress

corrosion cracking [197]. A similar trend could be expected for

corrosion fatigue crack propagation above KISCC; data in Fig. 5
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for alloy 7079-T651 confirm this result [5].
Two studies of cycle-time-dependent corrosion fatigue crack

propagation indicate the detrimental effect of anodic

polarization and the beneficial effect of mildly cathodic

potentials [77,126]. Specific data are presented in Fig. 27 for

an advanced AI-Li-Cu alloy (2090) [126]. Here, corrosion fatigue

crack propagation is enhanced by loading in 1% NaCl with anodic

polarization compared to growth rates for either moist air or

high purity helium. Cathodic polarization reduces crack growth

rates to levels typical of moist air or lower. Similar results

were reported for AA 7075 by Stoltz and Pelloux [77]. For the

AI-Li alloy, the environmental effect is pronounced near aKth;

here, cracks growing at constant AK and R under anodic

polarization were arrested by application of a cathodic

potential. Prolonged cycling was required to reinitiate crack

propagation upon a second application of the anodic potential

[126].

Duquette and coworkers reported that the fatigue lives of

smooth specimens of AI-4Mg-2Li and 7075 aluminum alloys in NaCl

were maximum at potentials mildly cathodic relative to free

corrosion [62,198]. Anodic and high cathodic polarizations

degraded corrosion fatigue life, much like the behavior of 4140

steel [86].

The mechanism for the effect of electrode potential on

corrosion fatigue in the aluminum alloy-chloride system is

complex and unclear. Results can be speculatively interpreted in

terms of anodic dissolution, hydrogen embrittlement, crack tip

blunting by corrosion, surface film/dislocation interactions and

surface film/reaction kinetics [62,77,126,197,198]. The problem

in identifying the dominant mechanism is that both dissolution

and hydrogen evolution occur on aluminum over a broad range of

electrode potentials. Furthermore, the localized crack chemistry

(viz. pH, potential and ionic composition) changes with varying

applied potential. These effects have not been separated and

quantified; as such, imaginative arguments can be constructed

from each of the above perspectives. There is a strong

likelihood that hydrogen embrittlement contributes to the
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behavior shown in Fig. 27 [126].

V.5.c. CowosionFatigueofStee_In GaseousHydrogen. Nelson and

others demonstrated that purified gaseous hydrogen produces

cycle-time-dependent corrosion fatigue crack propagation in low

to moderate strength steels well below KISCC [117,118,199].

Typical data are shown in Fig. 11. Ritchie and coworkers

demonstrated H 2 accelerated fatigue crack propagation in moderate

strength 2 1/4Cr-lMo and in high strength 300M steels for stress

intensity ranges within the Paris regime [200-202]. While

generally below KISCC, corrosion fatigue crack growth rates in

this regime increased with decreasing loading frequency and with

increasing R. A typical example is reproduced in Fig. 28 [201].

Extensive data were reported for gaseous hydrogen effects on

near-threshold corrosion fatigue crack propagation in steels

[200-207]. As illustrated in Fig. 28, aKth is decreased and

growth rates are increased by hydrogen, relative to cracking in

moist air, for low to moderate strength steels, particularly 2

1/4Cr-IMo [200,202,204,205]. Similar crack growth rates were

reported for hydrogen and helium, and the environmental effect

diminished for high mean stress loading; leading Ritchie et al.

to conclude that oxide induced crack closure dominated fatigue

(see Section VII.2.a). In these experiments H 2 pressure was low

and loading frequency was high; the possibility for hydrogen

embrittlement apart from reduced closure was not explored.

An opposite hydrogen environment effect on aKth was observed

for high strength steels; near-threshold growth rates in H 2 were

decreased and aKth was increased relative to moist air

[200,203,206, 207]. Hydrogen caused moderate embrittlement

relative to inert environments. The mechanism for this effect is

unclear, but may involve embrittlement in moist air due to a

crack surface oxide film (see Section VI.8) or high activity

hydrogen production by oxidation and perhaps capillary

condensation of water in moist air. Alternately, hydrogen could

produce enhanced crack tip plasticity and surface roughness,

leading to a beneficial effect of crack closure which dominates a

chemical embrittlement effect.
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There is a notable lack of data for moderate strength steels

below KISCC and which emphasize the effects of H 2 pressure,

temperature and environment impurities on corrosion fatigue.

Such experiments and associated comparisons with surface reaction

kinetics could lead to better understanding of the mechanisms for

hydrogen effects in corrosion fatigue [37].

Brazill and coworkers characterized the effect of hydrogen

sulfide pressure (PH2s) on corrosion fatigue crack propagation in

2 i/4Cr-IMo steel at room temperature for several relatively high

stress intensity range levels [151]. Growth rates increased with

increasing PH2S and reached a saturation plateau, analogous to

that illustrated in Fig. 23 for high strength aluminum alloys in

water vapor. The relationship between da/dN and pressure was

predicted quantitatively based on a model of fast surface

reaction-gas transport control at low PH2S and of fast

transport-slow "second step" surface reaction control at high

pressures of hydrogen sulfide [151].

Several studies have shown that hydrogen environment

composition critically affects rates of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation in steels. Molecules such as CO or 02 preferentially

adsorb on clean crack surfaces, block or "poison" dissociative

chemisorption of H2, and accordingly reduce rates of corrosion

fatigue crack propagation. This effect was demonstrated by the

pioneering work of Johnson on 4340 steel (see Fig. 6 [54]), and

later by Nelson [118] and Cialone et al. [117,199] for carbon-

manganese steels.

Gangloff established that certain hydrocarbon molecules

mitigate corrosion fatigue crack propagation in steels exposed to

otherwise pure H 2 [208]. Data are shown in _ Fig. 29. Relative to

helium, low pressure gaseous hydrogen accelerates fatigue crack

propagation in moderate strength (ay s = 1030 MPa, R c 36) 4340

steel at constant aK and 1 Hz. The addition of equal partial

pressures of saturated hydrocarbons such as methane (CH4) and

ethane (C2H6) had no effect on hydrogen enhanced fatigue cracking

rates. In contrast ethylene (C2H4) with unsaturated double

carbon bonding inhibited H 2 enhanced crack growth, albeit not

completely relative to pure helium. Frandsen and Marcus reported
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a beneficial effect of acetylene (C2H2) on hydrogen enhanced

fatigue of a high strength steel [209].

The mechanism for the beneficial effect of hydrocarbons on

hydrogen cracking involves surface reaction between ethylene or

acetylene and adsorbed hydrogen, where the concentration of the

latter is reduced by the formation of inert methane. The

prerequisite for "reactive gettering" of otherwise embrittling

hydrogen is double or triple carbon-carbon bonds in the

hydrocarbon which are catalytically split to combine with

adsorbed hydrogen; a process likely for ethylene and acetylene at

300 K. Molecules such as methane or ethane have single (or

saturated) carbon bonding and do not react with atomic hydrogen.

Hydrocarbon molecules could also competitively chemisorb and

reduce hydrogen uptake by a blocking mechanism.

Data in Fig. 29 show that pure environments embrittle steel

according to the declining order of effect on da/dN:

H 2 > C2H 4 > C2H 6 > CH 4 = He

The embrittling potency of these gases is understood

qualitatively based on the ease with which themolecule will

dissociatively chemisorb to produce embrittling atomic hydrogen

on the clean crack surface.

V.6. _eld Stren_h

To date, no systematic fracture mechanics data have been

reported to demonstrate an effect of yield strength, either

monotonic or cyclic, on corrosion fatigue crack propagation below

KISCC. This variable is not well understood.

For benign environmental conditions including moist air,

experimental measurements indicate that yield strength has little

effect on rates of fatigue crack propagation within the Paris

regime. Threshold stress intensity is either constant, or mildly

decreases with increasing yield strength for high mean stress

intensity loading where crack closure effects are minimal

[200,202]. At low R, _Kth decreases strongly with increasing

strength, largely due to strength effects on crack closure [201].
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Micromechanical modeling (see Section VI.4.) indicates that

the process zone size and the cyclic plastic strain distribution

within the crack tip plastic zone decrease with increasing yield

strength; fatigue crack extension by damage accumulation

accordingly decreases and_Kth increases with increasing strength

[210,211]. These effects are predicted to be small, and may be

dominated by microstructural changes (eg. grain size) which are

employed to vary strength.

Yield strength is a primary variable which influences

environmental cracking for monotonic loading. For many

material-environment systems, for example ferritic steels in

hydrogen-producing gases and electrolytes, KISCC decreases and

da/dt values increase with increasing strength [195]. Corrosion

fatigue crack propagation above KISCC will be accordingly

exacerbated by increasing yield strength, as predicted by linear

superposition.

A striking example of the lack of a strong yield strength

effect on cycle-time-dependent corrosion fatigue crack

propagation is shown in Figs. 30 and 31 for ferritic steels in

aqueous chloride with applied cathodic polarization and at low

loading frequency. (The effects of these parameters are shown in

Figs. 21 and 25.) Since corrosion fatigue is attributed to

hydrogen embrittlement, a yield strength effect could be

expected. Rather, data in Fig. 30 show an essentially constant

environmental effect for steels which vary in monotonic yield

strength from 390 MPa (BS4360:50D) to 1080 MPa (Ni-Cr-Mo) [115].

Crack growth rates at a "plateau" stress intensity range of 23

MPa m are plotted in Fig. 31 for each steel in Fig. 30.

Corrosion fatigue crack growth rates are five to eight times

faster than the yield strength independent value for moist air,

however, no trend is observed for cyclic yield strengths from 190

to 870 MPa. The data in Figs. 30 and 31 were collected from the

results of eight laboratories; differences in da/dN are

reasonably attributed to interlaboratory variability. (Note the

cross hatched region for API-2H, which shows the range of

corrosion fatigue crack growth rates determined by a single

laboratory on five separate specimens. Similar replicate data
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are shown for X-65. This variability is of the same order as the

strength effect in Fig. 31.)

While the data in Figs. 30 and 31 suggest that yield

strength is not a critical variable in corrosion fatigue, much

work remains. For steels in chloride, no single study has been

reported where yield strength is systematically varied and

corrosion fatigue characterized for constant chemical and loading

conditions within the threshold and "plateau" _K regions, and as

a function of frequency. Other alloy-environment systems must be

investigated to examine strength effects for dissolution and film

rupture based corrosion fatigue. A micromechanical damage model

must be developed to predict the effect of yield strength and

work hardening behavior on corrosion fatigue crack growth rate.

Finally, studies of yield strength effects must cope with

concomitant variations in microstructure. For the steels in Fig.

31, significant microstructural variations were necessary to

develop the yield strength differences. Yield strength and

microstructure effects on corrosion fatigue must be separated, to

the extent possible.

V.7. Microstru_ure

Similar to yield strength, microstructural effects on

corrosion fatigue crack propagation have received limited

attention. Several examples are discussed; including steels in

aqueous chloride and H2, aluminum alloys in aqueous chloride, and

stainless and carbon steels in high temperature water.

V.7,a. Fe_fficSteelsinAqueousChlor_eand GaseousHydrogen. For

ferritic C-Mn and heat treated alloy steels in aqueous chloride

with cathodic polarization, data in Fig. 31 indicate no

systematic effect of microstructure on corrosion fatigue crack

propagation. This conclusion is confirmed by an investigation

summarized in Fig. 32 [178]. A C-Mn steel was heat treated to

produce; in order of heat treatment on the figure; tempered

martensite of two prior austenite grain sizes, upper and lower

bainite, and dual phase ferrite + martensite with two martensite

volume fractions. These heat treatments produced a constant
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monotonic yield strength of 760 MPa based on measured hardness of

Rc 27±2. These variations in microstructure have no effect on

corrosion fatigue crack propagation for constant applied cathodic

potential and low loading frequency. Corrosion fatigue crack

growth rates for these API-2H microstructures are in good
agreement with the behavior of normalized BS4360:50D C-Mn steel

of ferrite-pearlite microstructure. (The shaded band in Fig. 32

represents corrosion fatigue in BS4360:50D reproduced from Fig.

11) .

Jones reported that two quenched and tempered steels exhibit

reduced corrosion fatigue crack growth rates compared to lower

strength normalized microstructures for seawater at the free

corrosion potential of -650 mV (SCE) [186]. Literature results

support this conclusion as shown in Fig. 33 [115,186]. Here,

quenched and tempered HYI30, EN5 and QIN show corrosion fatigue

at reduced rates compared to normalized or controlled rolled

(ferrite-pearlite) EN5 and X65. Since the yield strengths of the

ferrite-pearlite steels vary between 300 and 450 MPa, while the

tempered martensitic steels are of strengths between 600 and 950

MPa, the contributions of yield strength and microstructure in

Fig. 33 are not understood.

Similar to aqueous chloride, only limited studies have been

conducted on fatigue crack propagation in carbon or alloy steels

exposed to gaseous hydrogen. Wachob and Nelson observed that

aKth increases with increasing yield strength and grain size for

A516 steel in both moist air and high pressure hydrogen [212].

These results may be explained based on extrinsic crack closure

effects (see section VII.2) and do not clearly indicate an effect

of strength or microstructure on intrinsic hydrogen

embrittlement. Cialone et al. showed that corrosion fatigue

da/dN in gaseous hydrogen decreases dramatically for high carbon

steels which contain pearlitic carbide and compared to pure iron

or low carbon steel [199]. The authors speculated that carbide

hinders hydrogen uptake, similar to the poisoning effect of CO

discussed in Section V.5.c.

Temper embrittlement in steels, involving metalloid

impurities segregated at prior austenite grain boundaries, is a
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well known promoter of gaseous and aqueous environment hydrogen

embrittlement for static loading [213]. Hippsley demonstrated a

similar deleterious effect of £his metallurgical variable for

cyclic loading of 2 1/4Cr-iMo steel in gaseous hydrogen [214].

Results in Fig. 34 show that quenched and tempered steel with

little or no impurity segregation (material L; austenitized at

960°C, quenched, tempered at 600°C; monotonic yield strength of

510 MPa) exhibits a hydrogen environment effect compared to

vacuum, particularly at higher aK. Corrosion fatigue crack

growth was along prior austenite grain boundaries. Notably, so

called reversible temper embrittlement due to 1000 hour heating

at 500°C of material L (material LE; monotonic yield strength of

530 MPa) caused a further increase in corrosion fatigue crack

propagation rates, particularly near AKth and for moderate Paris

Regime stress intensities. Temper embrittlement also affects

fatigue crack propagation in moist air; with equivalent growth

rates observed for each heat treatment stressed cyclically in

vacuum. The magnitude of the hydrogen effect in corrosion

fatigue was correlated with increased percentages of

intergranular fracture and increased phosphorus segregation to

prior austenite grain boundaries.

Hippsley also reported a strong deleterious effect of so-

called one step temper embrittlement, caused by low temperature

tempering at 300 to 500°C of material which was austenitized at

960°C and quenched [214]. H 2 increased rates of corrosion

fatigue for as-quenched steel (yield strength of 960 MPa), but

substantially higher rates of crack propagation were reported for

the tempered steel (yield strength of 890 to i000 MPa). Crack

growth was transgranular and associated with precipitate effects

on crack tip plasticity and fracture.

This study of the H2-temper embrittlement interaction during

fatigue was limited to a single loading frequency (10 Hz),

hydrogen pressure and mean stress. Additional work is required

to explore this metallurgical effect for slower frequencies which

allow increased time for chemical effects, for higher hydrogen

environment activities, and for higher stress ratios which

eliminate the complicating effect of crack closure.
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V.7.b. AluminumAIIoysinAqueousChlorMe. Despite extensive

work on microstructural effects on stress corrosion cracking in

precipitation hardened aluminum alloys [66], corrosion fatigue-

microstructure properties relations have received limited

attention.

Lin and Starke demonstrated the effect of alloy copper

content on corrosion fatigue crack propagation in four

AI-6Zn-2Mg-Cu alloys, heat treated to either peak yield strength

(T651 - 480 to 550 MPa) or over aged (T7351 - 400 to 460 MPa)

[215]. Corrosion fatigue experiments were conducted in distilled

water at a frequency of i0 Hz and R = 0.I0. As shown in Figure

35, normalized corrosion fatigue growth rate decreased with

increasing copper content, predominantly for the peak age

condition and intermediate _K. These results were explained

based on the damaging interaction between absorbed hydrogen and

localized planar slip within the crack tip cyclic plastic zone.

Planar slip is eliminated by increased copper and by overaging;

factors which both reduce precipitate coherency and increase

precipitate looping by dislocations to homogenize plastic

deformation. These authors did not consider the effects of

copper and precipitate/PFZ sizes on the electrochemical activity

of precipitates (presuming that distilled water is sufficiently

impure to be an electrolyte), on crack chemistry, and on hydrogen

uptake. None-the-less, this work provides a hypothesis for the

superior corrosion fatigue resistance of copper bearing 2000

aluminum alloys compared to 7000 series materials, see Fig. 12.

V.7.c. SteelsinHighTempe_tumWaten Two metallurgical

variables are pertinent to corrosion fatigue crack propagation in

ferrous alloys exposed to elevated temperature, pressurized

water. Sensitization, that is near grain boundary chromium

depletion due to carbide precipitation, induces intergranular

stress corrosion cracking in austenitic stainless steels.

Sulfide inclusions affect environmental cracking of C-Mn ferritic

steels.

For AISI 304-type stainless steels, data and modeling show

that corrosion fatigue crack growth rates are increased by
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sensitization. The da/dN-aK relationships in Fig. 14 are reduced

by up to a factor of five for annealed and quenched (EPR < 1

C'cm -2) compared to sensitized (EPR = 15 C'cm -2) stainless steel

[137]. Other results show that sensitization enhances crack

growth kinetics by up to 20 to 30 times for lower strain rates

and more aggressive environmental conditions [216].

High da/dN levels due to sensitization and aggressive

environmental or mechanical conditions correlate with

intergranular corrosion fatigue crack propagation. Slower growth

rates for nonsensitized stainless steel correlate with

transgranular cracking. If the environment is mildly

embrittling, transgranular crack growth occurs independent of the

degree of sensitization. Andresen and coworkers argue that these

differences are predictable based on the decreased rates of

transient repassivation and enhanced anodic dissolution for

chromium depleted regions of sensitized steels.

The sulfur content of ferritic pressure vessel steels is a

critical metallurgical variable which influences corrosion

fatigue crack initiation and propagation [39]. Data presented in

Fig. 36 demonstrate that high sulfur content A533B or A508 steels

crack in corrosion fatigue at over an order of magnitude faster

rates than low sulfur heats for stagnant, low oxygen, pressurized

water at 288°C. The mechanism for the deleterious effect of

sulfur is based on dissolution of MnS inclusions intersected by

the growing corrosion fatigue crack. Sulfur ions are introduced

into the occluded crack solution and increase the amount of

anodic current passed during repassivation of crack tip surfaces.

By the film rupture concept, this chemical action increases rates

of corrosion fatigue cracking [39].

The deleterious effect of MnS inclusions is only observed

for certain bulk environment chemistries which favor high levels

of dissolved S -2 at the crack tip [139]. Ford argues that such

conditions include either turbulent high dissolved oxygen water

(BWR), or stagnant solutions of any 02 level [39]. Sulfur ions

are also concentrated at crack tips in low sulfur steels exposed

to stagnant, high 02 water, but not to stagnant low 02 water.

These relationships illustrate the complexities associated with
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unambiguous definitions of metallurgical effects on corrosion

fatigue crack propagation.

V.7.d. Mi_o_op_Co_osionFatigueC_ckPa_. Determinations

of corrosion fatigue crack paths through microstructures and

associated surface features are critical to understanding

cracking mechanisms and metallurgical effects. An example of

this approach for the steel-moist air system was provided by

Roven [210]. Such detailed study has not been applied to the

corrosion fatigue problem. None-the-less, two corrosion fatigue

cases have been investigated; aluminum alloys in chloride or

water vapor, and ferritic steels in aqueous chloride.

V.7.d.(1). AluminumAIIoysin Wat_Vap_andAqueousChlor_e.

Fatigue-environment interactions produce a variety of complex

fracture surface morphologies in aluminum alloys. Gudladt and

coworkers demonstrated that hydrogen from water vapor-aluminum

reaction causes intergranular cracking and promotes rates of

Stage I fatigue crack growth along persistent slip bands and

transgranular Stage II crack growth [217-219]. Since these

studies were conducted on single and bicrystals of high purity

AI-Zn-Mg, the proportions and absolute rates of each fracture

process were determined and demonstrated to depend on applied _K,

water vapor pressure, grain boundary orientation and slip mode

controlled by the extent of aging.

For sub-KIscc transgranular fatigue cracking in 7000 series

aluminum alloys, Stoltz and Pelloux demonstrated the occurrence

of "ductile" striations typical of crack propagation in inert dry

air and certain benign aqueous environments; and "brittle"

striations for fatigue in NaCl with anodic polarization as first

reported by Forsyth [77,220]. Ductile striations are attributed

to crack advance by multiple shear and tip blunting, particularly

in microstructures where planar slip was not localized. Brittle

striations are attributed to environment induced cleavage along

(I00} planes in the fcc aluminum lattice. Similar results were

reported by Feeney et al. for 7075-T6; intergranular corrosion

fatigue cracking in 2024-T3 was also reported [95].
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Gao, Pao and Wei reported crystallographic corrosion fatigue

cracking parallel to (100} planes in 7075-T651 aluminum exposed

to water vapor [61]. Brittle crack facets contained fine

striations which were parallel to either <I00> or <110>

directions. This finding was correlated with the rate limited

and saturation regimes of the exposure parameter, Fig. 23. At

lower pressures of H20 or for crack growth in gaseous oxygen, the

fracture surface features were not crystallographic, but rather

were flat and featureless with evidence of ductile tearing.

Corrosion fatigue crack propagation in advanced AI-Li alloys

(eg. Fig. 27) proceeds by a variety of microscopic mechanisms as

outlined by Piascik [221]. Crack growth in vacuum, helium and

oxygen occurs entirely by slip plane cracking producing large

facets parallel to {111} planes. For moist air, pure water vapor

and aqueous chloride, corrosion fatigue at moderate _K involves

slip band cracking and intersubgrain boundary fracture. At low

AK near threshold, corrosion fatigue is predominantly by cleavage

along {100) planes. The change in environmental fracture

mechanism with decreasing _K is attributed to reduced cyclic

plastic zone size; cleavage is promoted when plasticity is

contained within a single subgrain, while sub-boundary fracture

occurs when deformation is distributed over several grains.

V.7.d._). FerriticSteelsinAqueousChlor_e. Procter and

coworkers conducted quantitative fractographic analyses of

corrosion fatigue in X-65 steel exposed to 3.5% NaCl with

cathodic polarization [59]. Crack growth rate data for this

steel are equivalent to the results for API-2H steel in Fig. 32

and BS4360:50D in Fig. 11. Environmental cracking is

characterized by a variety of microscopic processes, including:

intergranular separation, transgranular cleavage, brittle and

ductile striation formation, and ductile tearing. The

proportions of these features depend on _K and frequency, Fig.

37.

Intergranular cracking along ferrite grains dominates

corrosion fatigue in the low aK, steeply rising portion of the

da/dN-aK relationship. Fatigue crack propagation in moist air
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produces a reduced amount of intergranular separation at low OK.

Crack growth in the plateau regime is largely by cleavage of

uncertain crystallography, but producing a facet about equal to

the ferrite grain size. The proportion of cleavage increases

with decreasing frequency and parallels increases in corrosion

fatigue crack growth rate. Brittle striations are present on

cleavage facets, indicating discontinuous crack propagation.

Fatigue in air at plateau AK levels produces ductile

transgranular striated fracture surfaces. Ductile fracture

processes dominate at high _K levels.

Apart from usage in failure analyses, fractographic results

of the type shown in Fig. 37 provide important indications on the

mechanisms for corrosion fatigue. For the steel-aqueous chloride

system, intergranular and cleavage cracking were interpreted as

due to the entry of cathodically evolved hydrogen [59]. The _K

induced transition from intergranular to cleavage cracking may

depend on increasing plastic zone size beyond the ferrite grain

size and on increasing deformation based hydrogen production and

transport. Alternately, intergranular cracking appears to

dominate when sufficient hydrogen is available at the crack tip,

while transgranular cleavage occurs for those _K and frequency

conditions where da/dN is limited by the electrochemical

production and mass transport of atomic hydrogen.

V.8. Miscellaneous

Additional variables often unexpectedly affect corrosion

fatigue crack propagation. As suggested by Staehle, a material-

environment system should be assumed prone to environmental

fracture until proven otherwise [222].

V8.a. Temperature. Elevated temperature environments are

likely to promote rates of fatigue crack propagation by various

oxidation and hot corrosion processes, and by time-dependent

plastic deformation. This important class of corrosion fatigue

problems is reviewed by Pineau [4]. Moderate temperature effects

on aqueous or gaseous corrosion fatigue are considered here.

Temperature should influence corrosion fatigue crack propagation
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through effects on mass transport and electrochemical or chemical

reaction kinetics. It is surprising that the effect of

temperature has received limited attention.

Marcus and coworkers demonstrated that fatigue crack growth

rates in a high strength steel and Nickel-200 exposed to low

pressure gaseous hydrogen increase with increasing temperature,

exhibit a maximum near 300 K and then decline at higher

temperatures [74,209]. Specific data for steel are shown in Fig.

38. This behavior is consistent with temperature-hydrogen

pressure effects on monotonic load crack growth rates for high

strength steels in H 2 [223], and with the general maximum in a

variety of hydrogen environment embrittlement phenomena near

ambient temperature [195].

The results in Fig. 38 indicate that hydrogen uptake and

transport through the plastic zone are maximized at a specific

temperature. At very low temperatures, dissociative chemical

adsorption to produce hydrogen atoms is rate limiting and is

thermally activated. At higher temperatures, hydrogen entry may

be reduced by enhanced recombination of hydrogen atoms to form

desorbed H2, by elimination of an adsorbed precursor to

chemisorption of H, by a surface phase transformation, or by

thermal detrapping of dissolved hydrogen [223]. While these

processes are debated for monotonic loading, no substantial

studies of the gaseous hydrogen fatigue crack propagation case

have been reported.

Vosikovsky and coworkers reported that reduced temperature

between 300 K and 273 K resulted in up to a four-fold increase in

corrosion fatigue crack growth rates for the ferritic steel-

seawater system illustrated in Fig. ii [224]. Nakai et al.

showed that corrosion fatigue crack growth rates for the NiCrMoV

steel-0.3 N Na2SO 4 system increased with increasing temperature

[188]. This effect was explained based on temperature enhanced

rates of electrochemical reaction on clean crack surfaces to

produce embrittling hydrogen.

V.8.b. Biologi_llylnduc_ Cowosion. Biologically generated sulfur

ions promote corrosion fatigue of steels in aqueous electrolytes.
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This result is consistent with a large body of literature which

demonstrates the deleterious effect of sulfur bearing

environments on hydrogen embrittlement systems.

Sulfur specie enhance hydrogen uptake from electrolytes by

adsorbing on metal surfaces to retard the recombination of

hydrogen atoms to form molecules which would otherwise leave the

surface. As a result, the proportion of cathodically produced

hydrogen atoms which enters the metal increases. Stress

corrosion cracking of steels is exacerbated by sulfur ions in

electrolytes and by H2S additions to gaseous environments [195].

H2S dissolved in seawater enhances corrosion fatigue crack

propagation in steel, as shown in Fig. 11 [116]. A similar

effect was demonstrated for H2S dissolved in crude oil [103,225].

H2S gas is a potent embrittler of low strength alloy steels for

fatigue loading [151].

Biologically enhanced corrosion fatigue of C-Mn steels in

seawater was recently demonstrated by Thomas and coworkers and by

Cowling and Appleton [122,226,227]. Typical data are presented

in Fig. 39. The steel, RQT 501 (oys = 470 MPa; Fe-0.18C-l.5Mn),

exhibits enhanced rates of fatigue crack propagation in seawater

containing between 75 and 450 weight ppm of H2S formed by

bacterially stimulated decomposition of marine algae [226].

These results are indicated by the data points for fatigue

loading at R = 0.7 and 0.167 Hz. The solid line represents crack

growth in natural seawater, while the dashed line gives da/dN-_K

for H2S gas saturated (520 wt ppm) seawater; see Fig. 11.

Cowling and Appleton reported similarly high levels of corrosion

fatigue crack growth for BS4360:50D C-Mn steel in anaerobic

artificial seawater containing a culture of sulphate reducing

bacteria harvested from the Lower Clyde Estuary in England [122].

The effect of biologically generated H2S should be

quantitatively modeled based on hydrogen uptake characterized by

permeation experiments. Dissolved hydrogen should be related to

corrosion fatigue crack propagation rate and independent of the

chemical or electrode potential stimulation of atomic hydrogen

production. This approach will be complicated by crack chemistry

effects of the type discussed in Section VI.5.b, and by
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biological effects on crack tip anodic dissolution and hydrogen

recombination reactions. This possibility is indicated by the

fact that higher crack growth rates are observed for H2S gas

saturated chloride compared to biologically active solution at

the same dissolved sulfide ion concentration [122,226].

Biologically enhanced corrosion fatigue is an infant field.

The rapid crack growth rates indicated in Fig. 39 and the

possibilities for organic species to be present in marine and

industrial environments suggest that this problem will be more

intensely researched in the future.

VI. QUANTITATIVE MODELS OF CORROSION FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION

Vl.1. Conclusion

Micromechanical-chemical models of crack tip driving forces

and process zone corrosion fatigue damage provide a sensible

means to predict and extrapolate the effects of variables, and to

modify the fracture mechanics approach to account for compromises

in similitude. Models have been formulated based on hydrogen

embrittlement and film rupture/transient

dissolution/repassivation. Fatigue damage due to crack surface

films has not been considered quantitatively. Models

successfully predict the time (frequency) dependence of corrosion

fatigue and the effects of electrode potential, solution

composition and gas activity. All are, however, hindered by

uncertainties associated with crack tip processes and the

fundamental mechanisms of environmental embrittlement. A process

zone model has not been developed for corrosion fatigue; as such,

stress intensity, yield strength and microstructure effects are

not predictable. Furthermore, absolute rates of hydrogen

assisted crack growth are not predictable and the film rupture

formulation is being debated. Successes to date indicate that a

new level of mechanistic understanding is achievable.

VI.2. Introdu_iQn

Explanations for the effects of important variables on

corrosion fatigue crack propagation, Section V, were qualitative.
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Predictive models of crack tip damage must be developed to expand

limited data bases. Recent conferences have focused on this

theme for environmental fracture [20,24].

A quantitative model of corrosion fatigue crack propagation,

developed within the fracture mechanics framework, must contain

the following elements:

oo The rate of environmental fatigue crack propagation

must be partitioned into mechanical and chemical-

mechanical components. The former may be zero

(environment dominant), or finite and described by

slip-based or cumulative damage models. This issue is

discussed in Section VI.3.

oo The mechanical contribution to environmental cracking

is described by relating applied stress intensity

factor to continuum crack tip stress, strain and strain

rate fields; and to microscopic deformation. The

location of the fracture process zone is critical.

(Section VI.4.)

oo The chemical contribution requires modeling of the

local crack environment which develops based on mass

transport limitations within the occluded crack.

(Section VI.5.)

oo The chemical contribution requires modeling of

transient reaction kinetics for anodic dissolution,

repassivation and cathodic hydrogen production on

straining clean crack tip surfaces perhaps coupled to

passivated flanks. (Section VI.5.)

oo

oo

The rate limiting process must be defined. Either mass

transport or chemical reaction will control corrosion

fatigue crack propagation rates. (Section VI.5.)

The fracture process zone, a specific crack tip damage

process, and a failure criterion must be defined.

(Sections VI.6 and 7.)

Each element of corrosion fatigue crack growth rate modeling

is assessed in the following sections, within the frameworks of

hydrogen embrittlement and film rupture. Substantial advances

have been recorded in each area, however, no analysis has

integrated the necessary chemical, mechanical and microstructural

components into a broadly predictive model of corrosion fatigue

crack propagation.
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Vl.3. Intera_ion ofMechanicaland En_ronmentalF_igue

Early attempts to model corrosion fatigue crack propagation

linearly summed the contributions from inert environment fatigue

and stress corrosion cracking, with the time rate of the latter

integrated over a single loading cycle [50]. This model is, of

course, not applicable to corrosion fatigue below KISCC. Here

several models have been proposed to combine mechanical fatigue

and the chemical environment effect. An equation developed by

Wei and coworkers provides a reasonable basis for modeling.

_.3.a. Superpos_ion: Cycle-time-dependent rates of corrosion

fatigue crack propagation were first described by a superposition

concept championed by Wei and coworkers [30,50,221]. Considering

da/dN-AK data for an alloy in inert and aggressive environments:

da da da
--= _ (1)
dN e dN m dN_

where: da/dN e is the total measured crack growth rate for the

aggressive environment

da/dN m is the rate of plasticity driven fatigue crack

propagation for an inert environment

da/dNcf is the incremental difference on the crack
growth rate plot, and represents the effect of

interacting cyclic plastic deformation and chemical

reaction.

This formulation follows directly from linear superposition of

stress corrosion and inert environment fatigue cracking, and is

associated with the incremental environmental effect on a da/dN-

aK plot. The question, however, is: Why should inert

environment fatigue crack propagation influence da/dN e for the

case where damage is entirely chemical-mechanical in origin?

That is, cracking in an environment may progress by a unique

microscopic mechanism with no relationship to inert environment

fatigue processes. It is important to recognize that unique

fracture processes are involved in corrosion fatigue.
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A more physically reasonable formulation states that the

rate of fatigue crack propagation in an environment is produced

by concurrent parallel processes. For two processes, the

superposition concept is then given by [228]:

--=-- dd_N--._c
da da (8) + _) (2)

dN e dN m

where: da/dN c is the rate of "pure" corrosion fatigue crack

propagation.

e is the fraction of the crack surface formed by

mechanical fatigue.

@ is the fraction of the crack surface formed by

corrosion fatigue.

Da/dN c represents the rate of crack advance along those portions

of the crack front which are solely environmentally affected. 8

and _ are measured by fractographic analysis. For two parallel

processes, 8 equals (I-@).

Comparing equations 1 and 2 demonstrates that:

= • (3)
dN..f dN c

That is, the phenomenological difference between inert and

aggressive environment fatigue rates from the da/dN-_K

relationship is equivalent to the difference between the rates of

microscopic process driven chemical-mechanical and mechanical

fatigue times the fractional occurrence of the former. This

comparison relates the phenomenological difference in crack

growth rates, da/dNcf , and the underlying causes.

The rigorous basis for corrosion fatigue modeling is a

derivation of da/dN¢ and @ as a function of chemical and

metallurgical variables, as discussed in Sections VI.6 and 7.

Only simplifications of this approach have been reported. For

example, da/dNcf is often assumed to be proportional to the
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amount of hydrogen produced at the crack tip, or to the total

electrochemical charge passed during multiple rupture events, per

load cycle. Alternately from equation 3 and for a specific

material and environment, (da/dN c - da/dNm) is assumed to be a

constant which equals the maximum environmental enhancement (viz,

da/dN c = da/dNe) due to complete chemical reaction where # equals

1.0. Here #, but not da/dNc, is equated to the extent of varying

environmental reaction for either mass transport or reaction rate

control. For values of _ less than one, the fatigue surface will

be composed of fractions of mechanical and chemical-mechanical

damage, with da/dNcf given by equation 3 or da/dN e given by

equation 2.

VI.3.b. Compet_ion. Austin and Walker argue that corrosion

fatigue crack propagation is modeled as a competition, rather

than a superposition, of independent mechanical and chemical

processes [229]. They assume that the measured environmental

crack growth rate, da/dNe, is determined by the dominant (faster)

of two processes including mechanical fatigue or cycle-time-

dependent corrosion fatigue.

The competition model is a special case of equation 2.

Considering environment dominant fatigue cracking, _ = 1 and

da/dN m << da/dN¢ in equation 2; therefore da/dN e = da/dN c. Here

the superposition and competition models are equivalent. If

crack growth involves a significant amount of mechanical fatigue

at comparable rates to corrosion fatigue, then the competition

model is not adequate. Rather, analyses of e, • and the growth

rate components in the superposition model (equation 2) provide

an appropriate approach.

VI.3.c. _hen Several models of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation begin with the assumption that [39,138]:

da 1
(41
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where f is the cyclic loading frequency and da/dt is the average

time based crack growth rate per loading cycle.

Austin and coworkers hypothesized that the corrosion fatigue

crack propagation rate is given by the inert environment rate

times a multiplicative factor which accounts for the aggressive

environmental contribution [230,231]. This factor includes the

accelerating effect of embrittling hydrogen and the mitigating

effect of crack tip blunting by anodic dissolution.

Vl.4. ModelsofCrack_p Mechanics: Rel_ionships Between_Kand LocalPlasti¢

_rain. Strain R_oand Stress.

Crack tip stress and strain, not stress intensity, control

fracture processes including corrosion fatigue. As such,

quantitative models of corrosion fatigue crack propagation

require a description of crack tip stress and strain fields, and

microdeformation processes, explicitly defined as a function of

the applied stress intensity factor.

Regarding the success of the fracture mechanics approach to

describe fatigue and environmental cracking, four points are

critical. Firstly, all analyses reported to date show that crack

tip mechanical quantities depend uniquely on applied aK. As

such, it is reasonable to expect that stress intensity will

uniquely characterize the growth kinetics of corrosion fatigue

cracks. Secondly, precise analyses of crack tip fields have not

been conducted for growing fatigue cracks under cyclic loading,

particularly for the region within several microns of the crack

tip. Thirdly, aK is derived based on continuum mechanics without

consideration of microscopic deformation processes. This

limitation does not mean that stress intensity is impotent to

correlate processes such as slip density or morphology and grain

boundary strain localization. Rather, aK is analogous to "P/A,

applied stress. The challenge is to experimentally or

analytically develop the effect of stress intensity on

noncontinuum deformation behavior. Finally, environment may

modify crack tip plasticity and thus alter the relationship

between aK and local stress or strain. This complication does

not void the fracture mechanics approach. Rather, it requires
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that time and environment dependent constitutive laws be

determined for analyses of crack tip fields.

The state-of-the-art in crack tip fields is summarized here,

and is reviewed in detail by Gerberich and by Sieradski in this

volume [82,160], by Rice and McClintock at the Firminy conference

[7], and by Lidbury [232], Ford [39] and Knott [233]. While

elastic-plastic analyses have been rigorously developed to within

microns of the crack tip for monotonic loading and strain

hardening materials, the cyclic loading problem has received

limited attention; only approximations have been developed.

One or more of the following quantities are necessary for

corrosion fatigue crack propagation models. All results are for

small scale yielding and plane strain crack tip deformation.

Monotonic plastic zone diameter, rp

2
I K

(5)

Cyclic plastic zone diameter, rpc

1___ AK "_
rpc- 12_LCys)

(6)

Maximum blunted crack tip openinq displacement in fatique, 6ma x

0"5AK2 (7)
(_max = 2

(1 - R) (2O'ys)E
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Cyclic blunted crack tip opening displacement, 6c

(8)

To approximate cyclic hardening or softening, the cyclic yield

strength (aysc) should be employed in equations 6 through 8 in

place of monotonic yield strength (ays).

For monotonic loading of a stationary crack, the maximum

opening (normal) stress equals between 3 and 5 time ays,

depending on work hardening behavior, and independent of applied

K. This maximum occurs at two crack tip opening displacements

ahead of the crack tip; stresses then decay within the plastic

zone to merge with the well known elastic stress distribution

near the plastic zone boundary.

Cyclic plastic strain, and perhaps mean strain, govern

mechanical fatigue damage.

Crack ti lastic o enin strain Monotonic load stationary

crack), _p

(9)

The parameter, n, describes work hardening according to the

Ramberg-Osgood formulation, with an elastic-perfectly plastic

material characterized by n equal to zero. X is distance ahead

of the crack tip.

Crack tip plastic openinq strain (Monotonic load, moving

crack), _pm

Gy m rp
Epr,., = ' -R-

(IO)
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The total monotonic strain includes an elastic component

(ays/E) added to equations 9 and i0.

The cyclic plastic strain range, AEp is estimated by

substituting the cyclic plastic zone size (equation 6), and

cyclic yield strength and work hardening parameters into

equations 9 and I0. As an example:

Crack tip cyclic plastic strain ranqe Cn = 0, stationary

crack), A_p

I I%1 (Ii)

Crack tip cyclic total strain range, A_T, may be measured

experimentally by stereoimaging techniques (Section IV.4). An

example was reported by Hudak for corrosion fatigue cracks in

AISI 304 stainless steel exposed to either moist air or an

electrolyte at 363 K [234,235].

ACT= _0AK_'(AE 1- mln(x + A)) (12)

Here, 7, _o, A_I, m and A, are empirical parameters defined by

curve fitting, with 7 equal to between 2 and 5.5. This result is

similar to equation ii based on cyclic plastic zone. Note,

however, that the strain singularity is not observed

experimentally.

Crack tip total strain rate (d_/dt)c is a critical element

of film rupture models of corrosion fatigue [39,234]. While this

parameter varies during a stress intensity cycle and with crack

growth (dE/dt = (d_/dK • dK/dt) + (d_/da • da/dt)), a per cycle

average strain rate, (d_/dt)c, is estimated by:
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c e,

(13)

for the case where strain rate is dominated by the rate of change

of crack tip strain with respect to K. That is, where the rate

of change of strain with crack growth is small, tef f is given by

reciprocal loading frequency times the fraction of the cycle

where load is rising times the fraction of the rising load

portion where the crack is opening above closure (Section VII.2).

Several forms for the crack tip strain rate have been published:

Empirical from Eqns. 12 and 13 (Hudak et al. [234,235])

[(
(AK-AK,.)

_c = _0 f AKth(1- R)

1- AK

(14)

Appvoximate analytical from Eqns. ii and 13

AK
= 13-_.--Ef

c O ys

(15)

Analytical from time derivative of 6c, Eqn. 8

(Atkinson [39])

(16)
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Analytical based on crack tip shear band strain

(Cole [39])

_2

Vys,-
(17)

Analytical based on 9_ck tip shear within rpc

(Lidbuz_ [232])

(18)

Analytical based on da/dt dominated strain rat_

(Shoj i [39])

da
_c = (10 to 100)-_-= (10.to,100)fnAK 2t°6

(19)

In these strain rate equations $,#,8,A and n are unknown

constants. In equation 19 the AK and R dependencies are derived

from inert environment fatigue crack growth rates stated in terms

of time based crack growth rates according to equation 5.

Crack tip strain rate measurements and predictions are shown

in Fig. 40 [39]. Stereoimaging data (equation 14) are in

reasonable agreement with the analytical predictions of equations

17 and 18. Only the forms of the equations are supported because

the constants in these models were adjusted to give best fits.

The prediction based on growth rate dominated strain, equation 19

and the lower solid line in Fig. 40, is in poor agreement with

the data [234].
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For corrosion fatigue modeling, it is reasonable to assume

that crack tip strain rate varies as:

,0

with 7 equal to 2.

These analyses demonstrate that crack tip parameters which

control corrosion fatigue crack propagation depend uniquely on

stress intensity range. Similitude is expected, at least from

the mechanical perspective. Crack tip field equations of the

sort presented here have been successfully incorporated into

micromechanical models for monotonic load fracture due to

cleavage, hydrogen embrittlement and ductile rupture

[57,160,192]. Benign environment fatigue crack propagation

kinetics have been similarly modeled based on crack tip plastic

strain coupled with a cumulative damage failure criterion

[210,211]. Successes for corrosion fatigue crack propagation

have been limited; additional work is required.

Vl.5. Models _ Occluded Crack Qhemist_ and TransientRea_iQn

A model of corrosion fatigue crack propagation must

recognize that significant differences can exist in the crack tip

environment compared to the bulk gas or electrolyte; and that

rates of reaction on strained, transiently active surfaces are

different compared to steady state kinetics. Crack chemistry can

be either more benign or more aggressive than the nominal

environment. Mass transport and reaction modeling are required

to define the specific conditions which drive crack propagation.

While dissolution and film rupture are clearly crack tip

processes, embrittling hydrogen may be contributed from the crack

tip and specimen surfaces in contact with the bulk environment.

The relative importance of these hydrogen sources must

considered.

Detailed discussions of localized crack chemistry and
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reactions are beyond the scope of this review. Three

international conferences were recently held to examine this

topic [17,19,236]. Here, the conclusions of this work are

assessed to provide a basis for discussions of corrosion fatigue

crack propagation models in Sections VI.6 and 7.

_.5.a. GaseousEnvironme_ For fatigue crack propagation

in gases, the important consideration is that crack tip gas

pressure may be attenuated compared to the surrounding

environment due to impeded molecular, or Knudsen, flow [237].

Here, gas transport within the crack is controlled by molecule

collisions with crack walls, rather than by intermolecular

collisions. Da/dN is reduced by this pressure reduction if crack

surface reactions are rapid, or on the same order as transport;

as such, reaction is limited by gas supply.

The extent of the pressure decrease due to Knudsen flow

depends on crack length and opening shape, molecular mean free

path, and time determined by cyclic loading frequency and crack

advance rate. As a generalization, impeded flow occurs when some

multiple (about I0 to i00) of the mean free molecular path

exceeds the crack opening displacement [238]. Since the mean

free path for low pressure gases (water vapor, H2, or 02) is

about 500 _m at 300 K and 20 Pa 4, and since a typical blunted

crack tip opening displacement (equation 7) is about 4 #m with

the crack mouth opening equalling 75 _m, impeded molecular flow

is clearly important. The extent of the pressure attenuation

must be calculated as a function of crack geometry. The approach

to this problem follows from early treatments of simple slot

geometries [237], with the challenge being to account for the

complex opening shape of cracks as a function of stress

intensity, and to define the crack length over which molecule-

wall collisions dominate gas transport.

4Mean free path is directly proportionaJto temperature, inverselyproportion_ to gas pressure, and

inversely proportional to the square of the molecuiar diameter [237]. As such, the mean free path

of these molecules at atmospheric pressure (100 kPa) is about 0.1/=m.
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Impeded molecular flow effects in corrosion fatigue have

been investigated, predominantly for the aluminum-water vapor

system. Lawn demonstrated the important interaction of mass

transport and reaction for environmental cracking under monotonic

load [238]. He derived an approximate solution for the stress

intensity dependence of the gas "impedance factor" and related

this term to static load crack growth rate. The first

considerations of Knudsen flow control in fatigue crack growth

were by Snowden and Bradshaw [239-241]. Snowden argued that the

pressure below which moist air ceased to reduce the smooth

specimen fatigue life of lead was consistent with the onset of

substantially impeded molecular flow of deleterious oxygen [241].

Bradshaw recognized the possibility of mass transport impedance

for AI-Cu-Mg in water vapor, but concluded that surface reaction

kinetics are equally or more important [239]. Gangloff and

Ritchie pointed out that crack geometry dependent gas pressure

attenuation could lead to breakdowns in similitude if the local

environment is controlled by stress and crack length, apart from

a simple stress intensity description [203].

Bradshaw and Wheeler demonstrated that corrosion fatigue

crack growth rates in the aluminum alloy-water vapor system

decreased when a substantial pressure of inert gas was added to

the low partial pressure water environment [187]. Here, the

inert gas decreased molecular mean free path and caused a

transition from impeded molecular transport to slower viscous

flow governed by gas molecule-molecule collisions. This

experimental observation is inconsistent with estimates of the

gas mean free path for impedance by viscous flow, emphasizing the

fact that Knudsen flow calculations, and the criteria for

molecule-wall versus molecule-molecule interactions are

rudimentary.

Wei and coworkers coupled crack tip gas-metal reaction

kinetics with mass transport, controlled by molecule-wall

interactions, to derive predictive relationships for corrosion

fatigue crack growth rate [129,242]. This modeling was described

qualitatively in Section V.4.b.(3) and quantitative relationships

are presented in Section VI.6. Experimental observations (eg.
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Figs. 22 and 23) supported model predictions of fatigue crack

growth rate versus bulk environment gas pressure/loading

frequency for aluminum alloys in water vapor and steel in gaseous

H2S [61,129,151,242-244]. This model predicts the bulk

environment saturation pressure, Po, below which gas transport

limitations will reduce da/dN for the case where surface

reactions are fast [61]:

-I

f(R)=0.25 I+R +0.5

(21)

T is temperature, M is the molecular weight of the gas, k is

Boltzmann's constant, N o is the number density of surface

reaction sites, f is frequency, E is elastic modulus, ay s is

yield strength, R is stress ratio, and I, _ and _ are

parameters which describe that portion of the crack geometry over

which impeded flow occurs. These parameters largely relate to

molecular mean free path and crack geometry.

Experimental results plotted in Fig. 41 are in excellent

agreement with the predicted stress ratio dependence of the

saturation pressure, equation 21, for several aluminum alloys

fatigued in pure water vapor [221]. 5 This result and model

emphasize the importance of the mean cyclic crack opening, rather

than the maximum value, to gas transport and fatigue crack

growth. Fig. 41 explains why extremely small levels of water

vapor are capable of enhancing rates of near-threshold fatigue

crack propagation in aluminum alloys [60,132,217,221].

5The regression line is calculated only for the data on alloy 2219. If all results are inc_Juded,an excellent

linear fit is achieved, as described by the equation: y = 0.8488 x - 0.5789. In either case saturation

pressure is neady directly proportional to the reciprocal stress ratio function.
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Specifically, the saturation pressure decreases strongly with

increasing R value. Near-threshold cracking is often conducted

at high R, either by design or due to the effects of crack

closure as described in Section VII.2.

The main challenge to gas transport models is the

uncertainty with the description of crack geometry, in fracture

mechanics terms, and the crack length over which impeded flow

occurs. As a result of this problem, the constants in equation

21 are determined from crack growth rate data. Crack closure

effects on Knudsen flow have not been investigated. Gas

transport models are insufficient to predict absolute rates of

corrosion fatigue crack propagation. Transport, surface reaction

and a crack damage criterion must be coupled as discussed in

Section VI.6.

VI.5.b. AqueousElectrol_es: A_iveSteelsinChloride-C_ckChemistryModeling.

From the pioneering work of Brown in the late 1960s, it is

well recognized that impeded mass transport and localized

reactions render the electrochemical conditions within occluded

cracks unique compared to bulk solution composition, electrode

potential, and pH [165]. A quantitative approach to this problem

requires solutions to the differential equations which describe

coupled electrolyte transport and crack surface electrochemical

and chemical reactions. Ideally, the kinetics of reactions on

filmed crack flanks and the straining clean crack tip should be

considered.

To date, localized crack chemistry has been modeled and

probed experimentally for two systems; passive stainless and

ferritic steels in high temperature water, and active C-Mn and

alloy steels in aqueous chloride solutions. The former topic is

discussed extensively by Ford and Andresen elsewhere

[39,136,138], and provides important input to film rupture models

of corrosion fatigue. Crack electrochemistry is reviewed here

for steels in chloride, and as a basis for a hydrogen

embrittlement model.

For steels in aqueous chloride, crack growth is accelerated

by adsorbed hydrogen produced electrochemically at the crack tip.
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As such, crack solution pH and electrode potential have been

emphasized to calculate rates of crack tip hydrogen production.

It is critical to determine hydrogen production rate as a

function of external electrode potential, and to identify the

contributions from the crack tip, the crack flanks and specimen

surfaces. Brown experimentally demonstrated that acidic

conditions develop within cracks in steels exposed to neutral

seawater for anodic polarization and free corrosion [165]. As

the bulk potential was made more cathodic, the crack solution

became more alkaline. Understanding of these trends has emerged

from a series of papers by Turnbull and coworkers

[166,167,169,190,191,193,194,245-252].

The model of crack electrochemistry for corrosion fatigue in

the steel-aqueous chloride system includes the following

reactions [165,190,249,252]:

(i) Anodic dissolution of iron and major alloying elements,
particularly chromium.

(2) Cation hydrolysis to produce hydrogen ions within the
crack.

(3) Cathodic reduction of oxygen, both within the crack

until depletion occurs, and on external specimen
surfaces.

(4) Cathodic reduction of hydrogen ions and of water, both

within the crack and on external specimen surfaces.

Hydrolysis is rapid, while rates of the electrochemical reactions

are determined by polarization methods, and depend on pH and

electrode potential in the standard way. The effect of straining

on clean surface transient reactions was recently described by

straining electrode measurements [191]. Reaction rates are

coupled with descriptions of reactant supply and product removal

through mass conservation. Mass transport by concentration

gradient diffusion, ion migration and convective mixing is

modeled essentially one dimensionally in the direction of crack

propagation. The differential equation which describes these

terms is solved for the steady state case. Appropriate boundary

conditions and fracture mechanics descriptions of crack opening
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shape complete the elements of the analysis.

The outputs of crack chemistry modeling include crack

solution oxygen concentration, crack tip pH and electrode

potential as a function of distance from the crack mouth to the

crack tip. From pH and potential, it is possible to calculate

the total rate of atomic hydrogen production, and from this, the

concentration of adsorbed hydrogen on crack tip and external

surfaces in equilibrium with the appropriate solutions. Each of

these quantities is predicted as a function of applied potential,

temperature, chloride composition (viz, seawater or NaCl),

loading frequency, AK, R, crack length and load waveform.

mechanical variables influence crack shape and hence mass

transport.

Since the detail of this work is extensive, only those

conclusions relative to corrosion fatigue crack propagation

models are discussed.

(i)

These

The concentrations of reactants and products in a

pulsating fatigue crack depend on crack depth, mouth

opening, loading frequency, _K, R, avs and specimen

geometry. The interplay between diffusion and

convection results in a minimum of reactant

concentration and a maximum of products at a critical

crack depth. Transport within cracks of varying length

is controlled by different proportions of convection

and diffusion. An example of specific calculations for

crack tip reactant oxygen concentration is shown in

Fig. 42 [248,252].

(2) Corrosion fatigue cracks in bulk aerated chloride are

deoxygenated for most solution and loading parameters,

owing to the rapid rate of oxygen reduction within the

crack compared to diffusive and convective supply

[246-249]. Without competition from oxygen, cathodic

reactions solely produce adsorbed hydrogen. This

result is controversial in the sense that crack surface

contact will produce turbulent mixing and enhanced

oxygen supply to the crack tip. In this case Gangloff

proposed that corrosion fatigue crack growth rates are

reduced by oxygen reduction which dominates cathodic

reactions that otherwise produce embrittling hydrogen

[253]. This hypothesis has not been proven by critical

experimentation [189,208]

(3) For electrolytes such as NaCl or seawater, potential

differences between the crack tip and bulk surfaces are

less than 50 mV, with more cathodic values predicted

for near-free corrosion and more noble values typical
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of cathodic polarization. Hydrogen bubbles, a tortuous

crack path or corrosion debris will increase "IR drops"

along the crack [190,249].

(4) For neutral electrolytes, crack tip pH is mildly acidic

(pH 6) for free corrosion potentials and basic for

cathodic polarization. Crack acidification to pH 3-5

is only likely for applied anodic potentials, for cases

where ferrous ions are oxidized to ferric, for short

crack depths, or for steels containing strongly

hydrolyzable specie such as chromium [249].

(5) Near free corrosion or for anodic polarization, crack

tip dissolution, cation hydrolysis leading to

acidification and H + reduction dominate crack

chemistry. Cathodic polarization promotes an alkaline

crack with pH approaching i0; hydrogen production is

predominantly through water reduction. Total crack tip

hydrogen production rate and the adsorbed H

concentration are substantial and are predicted to

generally increase with increasingly cathodic

polarization as shown in Fig. 43. Effects of

frequency, R, AK and waveform are of secondary

importance [191,250].

(7) For specimens cathodically polarized below about -900

mV (SCE), water and proton reduction on external

surfaces are the dominant sources of hydrogen for crack

growth; see Fig. 43. Surface hydrogen supply is also

dominant for acidic and H2S bearing solutions

[191,193,250].

(8) Model predictions of crack tip pH and electrode

potential are in good agreement with measurements of

local crack chemistry [141,167,249].

(9) The effects of crack tip straining, clean surface

creation and the associated reaction kinetics have not

been broadly incorporated in crack chemistry models;

additional work is required [250].

These conclusions are important to interpretations of

corrosion fatigue behavior in the steel-chloride system, however,

modeling has been limited to predictions of crack

electrochemistry and hydrogen production. No integrated model

has been developed to relate crack chemistry calculations to

da/dN by hydrogen embrittlement, as discussed in Section VI.6.

Two initial results are noteworthy in this regard. Gangloff and

Turnbull coupled crack chemistry modeling with an empirical

hydrogen embrittlement failure criterion to predict KISCC as a
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function of crack geometry [194]. Such predictions were

confirmed by experiment.

Following this simplified approach, it is reasonable to

assume that corrosion fatigue crack growth rate is proportional

to the amount of hydrogen produced at the crack tip. Hydrogen

concentration, and therefore da/dN e, should be proportional to

the square root of the total reduction rate, particularly for the

chemically limited plateau regime. Data on the effect of

electrode potential on da/dN e for API-2H steel in NaCl (Fig. 25)

were coupled with the calculated crack tip hydrogen production

rates shown in Fig. 43 to yield the correlation in Fig. 44. (The

crack chemistry calculations and corrosion fatigue measurements

were for identical material, AK, R, frequency and electrolyte

composition.)

Results in Fig. 44 show that crack growth rate correlates

reasonably with crack tip hydrogen uptake, but the expected

square root dependence is not observed. Rather, da/dN e increases

with hydrogen production to the 1/4 power. If the dominant

hydrogen concentration, either crack tip or external surface, is

used, then least squares analysis shows a similar good

correlation. In this case da/dN e is proportional to total

hydrogen production to the 0.14 power (y = 0.1393"x + 1.8682).

Since no micromechanical model exists to relate hydrogen

concentration to crack growth, the result in Fig. 44 cannot be

further explained. Additional work is required to pursue this

approach; comparisons between electrolytes and gaseous H 2 would

be particularly informative, as demonstrated for monotonic

loading [194].

Predictions of those conditions where specimen surfaces are

the dominant source of hydrogen compared to the crack tip, and

vice-versa, are particularly amenable to evaluation with coated

specimens and with electrode potential/frequency transient

experiments. Despite arguments to the contrary by Turnbull

[249], such existing evidence is weak.

The approach to crack chemistry modeling in steels should be

applied to other systems where corrosion fatigue is governed by

hydrogen embrittlement. A notable example is high strength
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aluminum alloys in distilled water and chloride, Fig. 12, where

limited crack chemistry measurement and modeling results have

been reported to date. Hydrogen production by hydrolysis is

likely, however, the system is complicated because both anodic

dissolution of aluminum and hydrogen reduction occur

simultaneously over a broad range of potentials [254-256].

Additionally, a variety of surface films are likely to form and

complicate reaction kinetics.

_.5.c. AqueousEiectrol_es:A_iveSteelsinChlorid_Tmnsie_ Cmck _pRea_ion

Kin_ics. The incorporation of transient reaction

kinetics in crack chemistry and embrittlement modeling is

controversial. Turnbull and coworkers replaced steady state,

filmed surface polarization kinetics with similar results

obtained with the straining electrode method [191,250]. Wei and

coworkers have taken a different approach based on the idea that

coupled and transient electrochemical reactions, which occur

during each fatigue load cycle and as a cleaned surface refilms,

control hydrogen production [33,182,188,257,258]. This work was

recently reviewed [37,259].

The essence of Wei's approach is that hydrogen embrittlement

causes an increment of crack growth at maximum load. The

resultant clean surface reacts anodically during the time to the

next load maximum and produces an amount of cathodically

generated adsorbed hydrogen near the crack tip. The novel notion

here is that rates of dissolution at the crack tip are controlled

by the continuously changing (passivating) character of the

reacting surface and as polarized by coupled, fully filmed crack

flanks. The amount of hydrogen is assumed to be proportional to

the integrated amount of current which passes during a load

cycle; the environmental contribution to crack growth, da/dNcf,

is proportional to this quantity of hydrogen. The next increment

of crack extension per load cycle is thusly produced. For steel

in aqueous electrolytes, it is hypothesized that electrochemical

reaction rate limits fatigue crack propagation. These ideas

follow from work on mass transport and reaction rate limited

fatigue crack propagation in gaseous environments [129,243].
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From Section VI.4, crack tip reaction rate controlled

corrosion fatigue is described by:

dN m

where q is the charge transferred per loading cycle and qs is the

amount of charge required for completed reaction on the clean

surface, q may be expressed as [I - exp(-r/f)], where r is an

empirically determined reaction rate constant.

A new method was devised to measure the transient charge

relevant to corrosion fatigue [260-262]. A notched specimen,

coupled electrically to oxidized electrodes of the same steel, is

fractured and the current passed between the bare surface and the

oxidized electrodes is measured as a function of time. This

ensemble electrode is polarized to a fixed external potential by

a counter electrode and with respect to a reference electrode,

both contained in a separate solution coupled to the crack

simulation by a salt bridge. In this way the current transient

can be measured for a constant applied potential, which will

differ from the potential of the notch surface due to the IR

difference across the salt bridge. In principle the

notch/oxidized electrode could be placed in an electrolyte which

simulates crack solution pH and ionic concentration, however,

such experiments have not been conducted.

Measurements of q/qs, coupled with equation 22, were

employed to predict the frequency dependence of corrosion fatigue

crack propagation for ferritic steels in carbonate-bicarbonate,

sulfate, buffered acetate and NaCl solutions [182,188,259,263].

These predictions were in good agreement with crack growth rate

measurements, supporting this approach. Several points are

notable. Firstly, the charge transfer model predicts a frequency

response which is qualitatively similar to that shown in Fig. 21

for steel in chloride. Extensive charge measurements have not,
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however, been reported for this important system [263].

Secondly, the charge transfer model has not incorporated crack

environment changes into the analysi 9. Thirdly, the charge

transfer model does not predict absolute values of crack growth

rate because no micromechanical damage criterion has been

included. Rather, charge transfer and crack growth kinetics are

compared by multiplicative scaling factors. Finally, it is not

clear how the charge transfer model will deal with cathodic

polarization. Here, crack growth rates increase (Fig. 44) for

applied potentials where crack tip dissolution is not likely.

While one can argue that polarization of the crack tip will allow

transient dissolution for applied cathodic potentials, no

evidence exists to support this reasoning. Crack chemistry

modeling, albeit steady state, suggests only small IR differences

along cracks in conductive electrolytes.

Advances in our understanding of crack tip stress/strain

fields, crack chemistry and crack tip transient reaction kinetics

are outstanding. The challenge remains, however, to integrate

these results into predictive models of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation rate by either hydrogen embrittlement or film

rupture.

Vl.6. Corrosion F_igue by Hydrogen EmbrAl@m@nt

Vl.6.a. Ju_ifi_tionforHydrogenEmbr_leme_. That hydrogen embrittlement

is the dominant mechanism for corrosion fatigue has been

effectively argued for several systems; notably

ferritic/martensitic steels in gases and electrolytes near 300 K

[34,37,51,57-59,116,122,170,174,189,194], and precipitation

hardened aluminum alloys in water vapor and halogen bearing

solutions [37,60,62-64,125,126,132,133,217-219,264]. This view

is supported by extensive, but circumstantial evidence:

Pure gaseous hydrogen embrittles ferrous alloys under cyclic

loading below KISCC [54,117,118].

Water vapor embrittles aluminum alloys under cyclic loading,

but gases such as 02 which produce surface films without

releasing hydrogen are inert; see Figs. 12 and 27, and

Section VI.8 [61,125,221].
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Water vapor embrittles aluminum alloys for stress intensity,
frequency and pressure conditions where crack tip
condensation and formation of an electrolyte are unlikely
[221].

Hydrogen, introduced by chemical exposure prior to fatigue
loading, increases inert environment rates of fatigue crack
propagation in steels and aluminum alloys [62,265,266].

Plastic zone damage, produced by fatigue deformation during
crack growth in a hydrogen producing environment, is
evidenced by continued rapid fatigue crack propagation
during loading in an inert environment. Damage is
eliminated by heat treatment, albeit at high temperatures

when atomic hydrogen is deeply trapped [132,217-219].

Crack growth rates vary with changes in frequency, stress

intensity and applied electrode potential in a manner

consistent with hydrogen embrittlement of the cyclic plastic

zone [58,267]. This point is controversial because of

limited experimentation and because the fracture process

zone may be within microns of the crack tip-environment
interface.

Similar fatigue fracture surface features (viz,

transgranular cleavage, intergranular separation and

interface cracking; Section V.7.d.) are observed for pure

H2, water vapor and electrolytes [59,221].

Chemical measurements and modeling elucidate the reaction

sequence for environmental hydrogen production from water

vapor and correlate corrosion fatigue crack growth rate data

(viz, Figs. 22, 23 and 41), including the deleterious

effects of increasing PH20 and decreasing frequency

[61,98,129,221].

Electrochemical measurements and modeling demonstrate

environmental hydrogen production from electrolytes, and

correlate da/dN data (viz, Figs. 21, 25, 43 and 44),

including the deleterious effects of increasing cathodic

potential and decreasing frequency. Corrosion fatigue in

steels under cathodic potentials is only explainable by

hydrogen embrittlement [190,191,249,253,258,259].

The role of hydrogen has not been directly revealed. The

difficulty is the lack of probes of crack tip chemistry, surface

reactions and process zone damage.

VI,6.b. Q_tiveHydrogenEmbr_leme_ Models. Models of corrosion

fatigue crack propagation rate are based on equation 2. The pure

corrosion fatigue crack growth rate and the proportion of
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corrosion fatigue depend on the rate and amount of hydrogen

production by the reaction sequence for gases or electrolytes;

and combined with the local crack tip field, most probably the

cyclic plastic strain and hydrostatic normal stress

distributions. Microstructure determines the diffusion kinetics

and distribution of segregated hydrogen through trapping

processes. Local fracture will be determined by a damage

criteria. The elements of these relations are shown

schematically in Fig. 45. 6

The challenge in modeling is to derive equations which

incorporate the processes shown in Fig. 45 (Sections Vl.3 to 5)

to predict da/dN e as a function of _K, R, f, microstructural and

environmental variables. Quantitative hydrogen embrittlement

models for corrosion fatigue are summarized in Fig. 46 [57], and

are classed as either hydrogen production-based (Scott, Gangloff,

Wei et al.) or hydrogen diffusion-based (Holroyd and Hardie,

Austin and Walker, Kim et al.). Each model was developed from

considerations of crack chemistry and in order to explain

specific data; some successes have been reported in this regard,

however, generally predictive models are lacking.

The model by Scott assumes that the "plateau" corrosion

fatigue crack growth rate, specifically for steels in aqueous

chloride, is limited by hydrogen supply to the process zone [58].

Here, da/dNeplateau = da/dt • I/f and the time based crack growth

rate is assumed to be proportional to the rate of crack tip

electrochemical hydrogen production. Scott's original

correlation with data was primitive. In fact crack growth rates

correlate with crack tip hydrogen production current (Fig. 44),

however, the function is not the predicted linear dependence.

This model is an extension of crack chemistry and is not based on

a specific damage criterion.

Gangloff assumed that the increment in growth rate for

environmental cracking, da/dNcf , is proportional to the amount of

6The crack tip stress and strain fields shown here are for the monotonically loaded, stationary crack.

Less well established resultsare avaaable for cyclic deformation; see Section VI.4.
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Holroyd and Hardie [65], Austin and Walker [230,231],
Kim et al. [258].
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hydrogen produced per loading cycle by H + reduction at the crack

tip for steel in aqueous chloride [208,253]. Acidification was

caused by the hydrolysis reaction sequence. Dissolved oxygen,

supplied by convective mixing, is reduced within the occluded

crack solution and competes to decrease the amount of cathodic

hydrogen. The dependence of da/dNcf on crack opening

displacement and oxygen reduction kinetics follows from an

expression for perfect convective mixing and reaction. This

da/dN dependence was confirmed by experiment, however, the

beneficial effect of oxygen reduction at constant electrode

potential was not demonstrated. The weaknesses of this model are

similar to those discussed for the Scott model.

Wei and coworkers relate corrosion fatigue crack growth rate

to the amount of hydrogen which is produced per loading cycle and

proportionate to the extent of transient crack tip surface

reaction [61,129,182,258,259]. Quantitative relationships are

derived for the cases of mass transport and surface reaction

limited crack growth with the aim of predicting the time

dependence of corrosion fatigue, as discussed for aluminum alloys

in water vapor (Section V.4.b.) and steels in aqueous chloride

(Section VI.5.c.). For gases at low pressures and with fast

surface reactions, crack growth is limited by impeded molecular

flow; the saturation exposure (Po/f) is given by equation 21.

For gases at high exposures or with slow reaction kinetics,

surface reaction is growth rate limiting. The expression for

electrochemical reaction rate control by charge transfer was

presented in equation 22. The successes of these models in

correlating corrosion fatigue crack growth rate data are

significant (see Figs. 22, 23 and 41, and References

61,129,182,258 and 259).

Several crack growth models are based on the assumption that

da/dN e is determined by the extent of hydrogen diffusion, ax,

within the plastic zone and during the time of a single loading

cycle. Holroyd and Hardie [64] argue that cycle-time-dependent

crack growth in the aluminum-seawater system occurs by this

process and at rates which are much greater than those of

mechanical fatigue. The mechanical contribution to fatigue is
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ignored and:

da _ _dN o - 1 _-'cle =4 =4_.-_- (23)

with DH the diffusivity of hydrogen in steel and t the time per

load cycle, i/f. For an aluminum alloy in seawater, this

relationship describes the frequency dependence of the maximum

crack growth rate where environmental intergranular cracking was

replaced by environmental transgranular cracking. A similar

result was obtained for the environmental transgranular to

mechanical transgranular fracture surface transition. Measured

da/dN e depend on the reciprocal of the square root of frequency;

reasonable values of hydrogen diffusivity were calculated from

the growth rate data.

Holroyd and Hardie present no direct evidence to support the

hypothesis that the growth kinetics are controlled by hydrogen

diffusion. They further argue that the diffusion model

reasonably describes the frequency dependence for corrosion

fatigue in the steel-water vapor and steel aqueous chloride

systems which have been alternately described by crack

environment mass transport and surface reaction rate models.

Austin and Walker postulate that corrosion fatigue crack

growth rates are given by an enhancement of the mechanical

propagation rate due to hydrogen diffusion within the plastic

zone and countered by a reduction due to crack tip blunting by

corrosion [116,230,231]. This model incorporates a rudimentary

micromechanical description of fatigue based on the crack tip

opening displacement approach after Tompkins [233]. Physically,

da/dN e is equated to the mechanical fatigue rate when the extent

of hydrogen diffusion is less than one striation spacing (s).

For diffusion distances which exceed the monotonic plastic zone

size (equation 5), da/dN e equals the maximum fatigue crack tip

opening displacement per cycle, equation 7. For intermediate Ax,
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corrosion fatigue crack growth rate is governed by the following

equations:

dN e 'T'pp---S (_max
(24)

S = C_ m (25)

with the striation spacing described by the standard Paris

expression with C and m as material constants.

The Austin and Walker model predicts _K dependent plateau

crack growth rates:

oZ--
da =37. -a'ys I-H

plateau

(26)

for the case when AK, ays and f are small and R is large. The

coefficient in equation 26 was changed from the original value of

3.2 to be consistent with the best estimate for crack tip opening

displacement, equation 7, and the fact that hydrogen diffusion

occurs throughout the entire loading cycle, equation 23. With

this change in coefficient, equation 26 provides a reasonable

prediction of absolute plateau velocities for the steel-seawater

system. For X-65 steel (aK = 21 MPa/_, R = 0.2, ay s = 450 MPa, f

= 0.i HZ) with a trap affected DH value of 4 x 10 -7 cm2/sec, a

plateau velocity of 1.7 x 10 -6 m/cycle is predicted from equation

26 (and S = 8.0 x I0 -5 mm, _x = 8 x i0 -2 mm, rp = 0.09 mm, 6max =

2 x 10 -3 mm). The measured da/dN in Fig. 19 is 9 x 10 -7 m/cycle.

Data in Fig. 25 suggest that the plateau crack growth rate for
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steel in chloride varies by two to three-fold depending on

applied electrode potential. This factor is not predicted by the

Austin and Walker model which relates da/dN to hydrogen

penetration, without a concentration based failure criterion and

ignoring the level of crack surface hydrogen.

The Austin and Walker model describes the frequency

dependence of corrosion fatigue similar to the Holroyd and Hardie

model, and at odds with the electrochemical surface reaction rate

model of Wei and coworkers. The predicted inverse square root

dependence of da/dN e on f from diffusion is in good agreement

with the measured frequency dependence of plateau crack growth

rates for API-2H steel in 3% NaCl with cathodic polarization,

Fig. 21. Crack growth rates become independent of frequency

below 0.I Hz. At this point, ax equals 0.08 mm compared to a

maximum plastic zone size of 0.09 mm. For a diffusivity of 5.1 x

10 -7 cm2/sec, the penetration distance equals the plastic zone

size and growth rate is predicted to be constant at one 6ma x

per cycle, or 2 x 10 -3 mm/cycle. The higher frequency portion of

the data is presumably described by that time where the

penetration distance becomes less than the striation spacing of 8

x 10 -5 mm. The calculated frequency is 105 Hz; clearly this

prediction is not consistent with the data in Fig. 21.

Austin and Walker described the beneficial effect of

corrosion blunting of the crack tip by scaling the applied stress

intensity according to:

1/2

(27)

where Ps is the radius of a sharp fatigue crack and Pc is the

enlarged radius due to corrosion. This reduced value of AK B is

used in equation 24 for those cases where anodic dissolution

OCCURS.

While the Austin and Walker model reasonably predicts some

experimental observations of corrosion fatigue for steels in
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aqueous chloride, the approach is not firmly established. The

basis for equation 24 is speculative, particularly the assumption

that the environmental crack growth rate equals, or may be no

faster than, the maximum crack tip opening displacement scaled by

that proportion of the plastic zone which is penetrated by
hydrogen [58]. No evidence is provided that hydrogen diffusion

occurs over a substantial portion of the plastic zone to cause

discontinuous crack propagation which rate limits corrosion

fatigue. Regarding blunting, while the assumption that crack tip

stresses scale with the square root of radius is reasonable for

notches with tip radii greater than about 0.05 mm [89,158,231],

it is not clear that such a relationship applies for radii on the

size scale of a corroded crack tip. The extent of corrosion

blunting and the associated effect on the crack tip stress field

remain to be established quantitatively.

While reasonable first steps, the models listed in Fig. 46
are of limited use because none provide broad and absolute

predictions of crack growth rate. Specifically note that da/dN

is apriori assumed to depend on hydrogen production or diffusion;

no process zone failure criteria are employed. Without a damage

criterion, models are unable to predict the stress intensity

dependence of corrosion fatigue.

The chemical and mechanical elements have been sufficiently

developed to permit a next generation of corrosion fatigue crack

growth rate models based on hydrogen embrittlement. For steels,

aluminum and titanium alloys in electrolytes such as aqueous

chloride, what is needed is to:

build on the basis provided by damage accumulation
models for mechanical fatigue [210];

establish crack tip pH and electrode potential
[191];

determine rates of clean surface dissolution and
hydrogen production [259];

develop a hydrogen fracture criterion within an
identified process zone;

partition the chemical-mechanical and mechanical
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components to crack growth [228].

Vl.7. Corrosion F_igue by Rim Rupture and Transient Dissolution

Over several decades, models of environmental fracture have

been developed for both monotonic and cyclic loading based on a

sequence of passive film rupture at the crack tip, oxidation and

progressive repassivation of the exposed metal, and a new rupture

of the freshly formed film. The elements of this approach

include crack tip strain rate, transient metal dissolution and

film formation kinetics, and film ductility. This model was

extensively applied to ferritic and stainless steels in high

purity water over a temperature range from 300 to 600 K.

Quantitative expressions for crack growth rate reasonably predict

the effects of aK, frequency, metallurgical variables and

environment chemistry. This work was reviewed by Ford and

coworkers [39,70,71,138] and is briefly discussed here for

comparison with hydrogen embrittlement formulations.

For corrosion fatigue crack propagation, film rupture models

are based on two equivalent relationships for per cycle crack

advance [39,70,234]:

da da dr
dN dr dN

cf

lda
f dt

(28)

Da/dr is the crack advance per film rupture plus dissolution

event and dr/dN is the number of rupture events per load cycle,

N. Both da/dr and da/dt are related by Faraday's Law to the

amount of charge (Qf) which passes during dissolution between

rupture events. The time between rupture events (tf) is given by

the film fracture strain (_f) to crack tip strain rate ((d_/dt) c

= _c) ratio. The crack tip strain range (&_CT) is given by the

average crack tip strain rate divided by loading frequency.

Dr/dN is given by the crack tip strain range to _f ratio.

Combining these terms with equation 28 leads to:
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=7tnZFJ 'LEl)

(29)

where M and p are the atomic weight and density of the

dissolving metal, Z is the number of electrons involved in

oxidation and F is Faraday's constant. Charge passed per rupture

event is given by:

t f=sf/_.¢

Qf = J" i(t)dt (30)
o

where i(t) is the transient current associated with dissolution

during reformation of the ruptured film. This treatment of film

rupture is equivalent for static and cyclic loading, as described

in equations 28 to 30; only the crack tip strain rate differs.

Hudak [234] and Ford and Andresen [71] have further derived

the film rupture model for 304 stainless steel in sodium sulfate

and high temperature water, respectively. Hudak determined i(t)

for a straining electrode in simulated crack tip solution;

calculation of Qf for substitution into equation 29 yielded:

1/2

(31)

where io is the bare surface current density at the instant of

film rupture, t o is the time for the initial decrease in the
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transient current. Equation 31 is based on the current

decreasing according to the reciprocal square root of time

between ruptures; more generally, current depends on time to the

-8 power. Hudak determined the AK dependence of crack tip strain

rate for 304 stainless steel; equations 12 and 14 in Section

VI.4. The total environmental crack growth rate was obtained by

summing equation 31 with an empirical result for inert

environment mechanical fatigue:

112

da C(AK n r2Mio/rto_ol aK-_--faE- +t ) (32)

C and n are material constants from the inert environment fatigue

law, and _o is a constant from the measured (d_/dt)c-aK

relationship. This summation of rates is consistent with the

superposition model, equation 3 in Section VI.3.

Ford and Andresen previously derived an analogous expression

for da/dN e [70,71]:

dN e dN m '

= da + .g(13)AK'#f (p-l)
dN m

(33)

Here, g(_) is stated generally to describe environment chemistry

and metallurgical effects on corrosion fatigue crack growth

kinetics. ;c is taken from equation 20, with _ as a constant.

Environmental effects on near-threshold cracking are modeled

in terms of crack tip blunting by corrosion [39,234]. The

predictions of equations 32 and 33 are extended to low growth

rates and are truncated by the intersection with a blunting

prediction. An example of this analysis is shown in Fig. 24a by

the intersection of the shaded band for blunting and the

predictions from equation 33. Blunting by dissolution of the
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crack flanks is not well described. As discussed in Section VII,

environment sensitive crack closure near aKth introduces
additional uncertainties.

The terms contained in equations 32 and 33 are either known

or are determined experimentally; modern film rupture models are

capable of predicting corrosion fatigue crack growth rates. Ford

and Andresen report significant successes in predicting the

effects of pertinent electrochemical variables (viz, temperature,

solution conductivity, dissolved oxygen, electrode potential,

bulk flow, radiation) and the effects of sensitization in 304

stainless steels and dissolvable sulfide bearing inclusions in

ferritic pressure vessel steels in nuclear reactor environments

[39,70,71,99,138]. Excellent agreement between predictions and

measurements of time based crack growth rates, for either

monotonic or cyclic loading indicate the potency of this

approach; for example, see Fig.47.

On balance, however, controversy surrounds determinations of

crack chemistry, crack tip strain rate, the fracture behavior of

a film of uncertain structure and adherence, and transient

electrochemical reactions. Currently, judgement is employed with

reliance on adjustable parameters; a situation which has been

improving rapidly.

Film rupture predictions of the stress intensity and

frequency dependencies of da/dN e are pertinent to this review.

Crack tip strain rate increases with increasing aK for fixed

frequency, resulting in a linear dependence of da/dNcf on AK.

This dependence is weaker than the typical power law relationship

for mechanical fatigue, and contributes little to total crack

growth rates at very high aK where rates of mechanical cracking

are substantial. This prediction is in good agreement with crack

growth rate data, as indicated in Fig. 14.

The film rupture model predicts a variety of frequency

effects on corrosion fatigue. Physically, increasing frequency

results in increasing crack tip strain rate; and thus in

decreased time between ruptures, in increased charge passed per

film rupture and in increased crack advance per event. Crack

growth per unit time, da/dt, is predicted to increase with
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increasing f, as indicated in Fig. 47 and confirmed by extensive

data for both monotonic and cyclic loading [71].

For corrosion fatigue, the effect of frequency on da/dt is

countered by the inverse effect of I/f on time per load cycle;

equation 28. The net effect of f on da/dNcf depends on alloy

repassivation kinetics, particularly the _ exponent.

Typically, _ equals 1/2 and da/dNcf is predicted to increase with

decreasing frequency as indicated by the reciprocal square root

relationship in equation 32. In the more general case, equation

33 and Fig. 24a, da/dNcf is predicted to increase with decreasing

f provided that _ is less than 1.0. This behavior is

confirmed by the experimental results in Figs. 14 and 47. In

principle the film rupture model predicts that da/dNcf could be

independent of frequency (_ = 1.0), or could increase with

increasing frequency (_ > 1.0). This behavior, while not

typically observed, was recently reported for an AI-Li alloy in

aqueous NaCl [221]. The predictions in equations 32 and 33 are

based on the assumption that mass transport is rapid and does not

rate limit crack propagation.

Hudak recently demonstrated substantial differences in the

predicted and measured frequency dependencies of corrosion

fatigue for 304 stainless steel in high temperature water and in

NaCl solution [234]. This comparison provides an important

critique of quantitative film rupture and hydrogen embrittlement

models. Specifically in conjunction with equation 32, Hudak

employed reaction kinetics for 304 stainless steel in dilute

sulfate to simulate crack solution for pure water, and measured

transient reaction kinetics for the chloride. Predicted and

measured frequency dependencies of da/dNcf are given in Fig. 48.

For the water environment, the agreement is of the same order of

magnitude, however, a stronger (inverse square root) frequency

response is predicted than is measured for several applied

electrode potentials typical of the crack tip.

A dramatic underprediction of crack growth rates, by one to

two orders of magnitude, is seen for ambient temperature

chloride. Hudak argues that these differences persist for wide

ranges of values of the parameters employed in equation 32. The
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Fig. 47 Film rupture model predictions and measurements of time

based crack growth rates versus crack tip strain rate

for monotonic and cyclic loading of AISI 304 stainless
steel in high temperature water; after Ford and

Andresen [71].
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poor agreement is ascribed to a dominant hydrogen embrittlement

contribution to corrosion fatigue. The data in Fig. 48 were

better described by the charge transfer-based hydrogen

embrittlement model described in Section VI.5.c. 7

As transient reaction models for hydrogen embrittlement and

film rupture are further developed and simultaneously applied to

predict the frequency dependence of corrosion fatigue in model

systems, mechanistic understanding will improve dramatically.

Advances to date, and the likelihood for future refinements,

suggest that in-depth mechanistic understanding of corrosion

fatigue crack propagation is at hand. Predictive models will

play a critical role in fracture mechanics based life prediction

procedures.

Vl.8. Corrosion F_igue by Surface Film Effe_s

While environmentally produced thin surface films could

accelerate fatigue crack growth rates by the plasticity

mechanisms outlined in Section II.3.c, such effects have been

neither demonstrated by systematic experiment nor predicted

analytically. This issue is important because crack tip and

flank films are produced by gaseous and electrolytic environments

which are claimed to promote hydrogen embrittlement and film

rupture. As an example for most metals, moist air is an

aggressive environment relative to vacuum or helium. While

atomic hydrogen production by water vapor oxidation is often

cited as the mechanism for enhanced crack growth in moist air,

the lack of a defined frequency dependence and the uncertain role

of surface films on deformation preclude a clear statement of

mechanism.

The first question to address is the extent to which crack

7The observed effect of cold work indicated in Fig. 48 cannot be explained by the fdm rupture model,

but may be rationalized in terms of hydrogen. Cold work, while not affecting electrochemical reactions,

produces martensite which reduces the amount of hydrogen required for a given crack extension.

Unfortunately, the hydrogen model does not predict absolute rates of crack advance, but scales a

frequency response to the saturation rate, da/dN c.
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growth rate data demonstrate effects of surface films, apart from

hydrogen and dissolution mechanisms. Gaseous oxygen provides an

excellent environment in this regard. Data obtained in the

author's laboratory are presented in Fig. 49. For an AI-Li

alloy, equal crack growth rates are observed for vacuum, highly

purified helium and oxygen; while cracking is enhanced for water

vapor and moist air [125,221]. In contrast for a C-Mn steel,

crack growth in oxygen is strongly accelerated compared to vacuum

or helium and similar to that observed for gaseous hydrogen,

moist air and water vapor [159]. These data indicate that

surface films produced by fatigue in oxygen lead to crack tip

damage for steel, but not aluminum. As such, the hydrogen

mechanism is the sole cause of corrosion fatigue for the latter

material in water vapor. For steel in moist air, the

contributions of hydrogen and film formation cannot be separated.

The results contained in Fig. 49 are consistent with

literature data, however, some controversy exists. Oxygen has no

effect on fatigue crack propagation in 7075-T651 and 2219-T87

alloys compared to vacuum [61,268,269]. Swanson and Marcus [268]

and Piascik [221] employed Auger spectroscopy and SIMS to show

that substantial amounts of surface oxide were formed and that

oxygen penetrated into the crack tip plastic zone during fatigue.

None-the-less, crack growth rates were not affected. For three

alloy and C-Mn steels, Frandsen and Marcus reported that crack

growth rates were increased by up to a factor of two by loading

in oxygen compared to vacuum [209]. In one of three cases, crack

growth in 02 was as rapid as that likely for moist air. Auger

spectroscopy indicated that oxygen penetrated the steel during

exposure to 02 .

A detailed study by Bradshaw and Wheeler demonstrated a

strong corrosion fatigue action of 02 on a 7000 aluminum alloy

[187]. While oxygen either had no effect, or slightly retarded

crack growth rates compared to vacuum for AK levels above 6 to 8

MPa m, this gas enhanced crack growth rates within the near-

threshold regime; da/dN e values exceeded vacuum levels by over an

order of magnitude and AKth was reduced. A similar trend was

observed for near-threshold cracking in alloy 5070, however,
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growth in 02 was only two-fold faster than that in vacuum.

Extensive experiments with the 7000 series alloy further

demonstrated that da/dN e decreased with decreasing oxygen partial

pressure at fixed frequency, analogous to the water vapor

exposure effect illustrated in Figs. 22 and 23. Oxygen affected

a fatigue crack path transition. Growth in vacuum was faceted

along slip bands for vacuum, while a flat "tensile" mode of

unspecified morphology was observed for 02. Piascik recently

reported a similar result of 02 accelerated near-threshold crack

growth in 7075 [221].

Frandsen and Marcus reported four to five-fold increases in

crack growth rates for Monel 404 and commercially pure titanium

cycled in oxygen compared to vacuum [209]. Clearly, additional

work is required to characterize the effects of oxygen and other

film forming environments on fatigue crack propagation. It is

particularly important to characterize the effects of AK, loading

frequency, environment activity and temperature.

Given an effect of film forming environments, it is

important to question the causal mechanism. Those listed in

Section II.3.c., and the ideas on film induced cleavage described

by Sieradzki in this volume [82], provide the basis for

quantitative film-based models of corrosion fatigue. Bradshaw

and Wheeler concluded that the results on cracking in 02 give

support for damage mechanisms based on surface films, however, no

quantitative relationships have been derived to date. Surface

film effects on crack tip plasticity and dislocation morphologies

must be considered [75]. A problem here will be to separate

surface film effects from the influences of dissociated and

dissolved solute.

Studies of surface film effects in corrosion fatigue are

hindered by two problems. The rough crack surface typical of

fatigue in vacuum, and oxidation debris of thickness on the order

of 0.1 to 1 _m, can cause crack closure which complicates

analysis of intrinsic chemical damage mechanisms as discussed in

the next section. Indeed, the Bradshaw and Wheeler study can be

interpreted based on oxide induced closure for 02 at moderate aK

and roughness induced closure for vacuum at low _K. Near-
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threshold, faceted cracking and surface roughness could decrease,

and da/dN e could increase, with increasing oxygen pressure.

Piascik provided a means to eliminate crack closure [221].

Secondly, the demonstration of an 02 effect is only broadly

established for alloy 7075, and perhaps steels, which are

sensitive to hydrogen embrittlement. Recent data suggest that

extremely small amounts of water vapor in 02 affect crack

propagation [221]. The purity of the oxygen environment must be

carefully controlled.

VII. COMPLICATIONS AND COMPROMISES OF FRACTURE MECHANICS

VII.1. Conclusion

Fracture mechanics descriptions of corrosion fatigue and the

similitude concept are complicated by the inability of stress

intensity to describe the controlling crack tip mechanical and

chemical driving forces. The so-called "closure", "small crack"

and "high strain" problems in mechanical fatigue are relevant to

corrosion fatigue. Data and analyses demonstrate that the unique

relationship between da/dN and AK is compromised by mechanisms

including (i) premature crack wake surface contact, (2)

deflected, branched and multiple cracking, and (3) time and

geometry dependent occluded crack chemistry. Stress intensity

descriptions of elastic-plastic stresses, strains and strain

rates in the crack tip plastic zone are uncertain within about 5

_m of the crack tip, within single grains which are not well

described by the constitutive behavior of the polycrystal and

when deformation is time or environment sensitive. These

limitations do not preclude the only quantitative approach

developed to date to characterize subcritical crack propagation.

Rather, they indicate the need for crack tip modeling.

VII.2. Crack Mechanics

The fracture mechanics approach to fatigue crack

propagation, and the associated similitude concept, are

unambiguous if the applied stress intensity accurately describes

local crack tip stress and strain fields. Extensive work over
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the past 20 years on benign environment fatigue has demonstrated

four situations where the basic linear elastic formulation of

applied aK must be modified to better define the governing

driving force. These areas; crack closure, small crack size,

large scale yielding, and deflected cracks; are relevant to

corrosion fatigue crack propagation. The environmental aspects

of these issues have not been extensively investigated.

The fracture mechanics approach discussed in this review is

based on the assumption that cracked specimens and components are

loaded within the small scale yielding regime [88]. Dowling

conducted extensive studies on "high strain" crack propagation

and correlated growth rates with a nonlinear field parameter, the

J-contour integral [157]. Unique geometry independent crack

growth rate laws are observed and a variety of J solutions are

available for various specimen and component geometries. This

work has not been extended to crack growth in aggressive

environments; but it is likely that many of the principles

established for corrosion fatigue under small scale yielding will

be relevant.

Most stress intensity analyses are derived for a single

crack perpendicular to the applied load and growing in a

nominally Mode I fashion. In corrosion fatigue, or with

anisotropic microstructures, cracks may branch or deflect from

this idealized geometry. In this case growth proceeds under

mixed Modes I and II. The governing stress intensity factor must

be calculated to include a summation of the Mode I and II K

levels for the deflected crack. Suresh has analyzed this problem

and provided branched crack stress intensity factors [270].

This analysis has not been broadly applied in corrosion fatigue;

often the effect of deflection on aK is secondary, particularly

within the Paris regime. Deflection effects on near-threshold

environmental cracking, and the associated closure phenomena, are

important and further study is warranted.

VII.2.a. Crack CIosure. Premature crack wake surface contact

during the unloading portion of a fatigue cycle (viz, "crack

closure") reduces the applied stress intensity range to an
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effective value defined as AKeff = Kmax - f(Kcl). Concurrently,

the effective stress ratio increases to Kcl/Kmax. When

considered based on applied AK = (Kmax - Kmln), fatigue crack

growth rates decline as closure effects increase. Crack growth

rate data which are closure affected are often referred to as

extrinsic. Da/dN values which are obtained in the absence of

closure, or which are based on a closure compensated AK level,

are referred to as intrinsic. The topic of crack closure has

been extensively reviewed for fatigue crack propagation in benign

environments, particularly by Ritchie, McEvily and their students

[41-43,47,202,271].

VII.2.a.(1). Ove_iewf_ BenignEnvironments. Several mechanisms cause

fatigue crack closure, including:

oo Crack wake plasticity [272,273],

oo Crack surface roughness or deflections with Mode II

sliding displacements [274],

oo Crack corrosion debris [205,275],

oo Crack fluid pressure [276].

Quantitative models which estimate the degree of closure are

provided in the indicated references.

Models and measurements of crack closure loads by crack

mouth compliance or back face strain gauge techniques demonstrate

that closure effects are exacerbated by: (i) near-threshold

loading, (2) low stress ratio loading, (3) tension dominated

loading spectra or single overloads, (4) environments which

produce corrosion debris within the crack, (5) anisotropic or

planar slip materials which cause deflected and microscopically

rough fatigue crack surfaces, and (6) environments which produce

tortuous crack surfaces.

While the effects of closure on da/dN are clear, controversy

exists as to the proper stress intensity range which governs

crack growth. The majority of studies have employed an effective

AK value (AKef f = Kma x - Kcl), with Kcl determined from compliance

measurements. Recent data indicate, however, that fatigue damage
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continues over a distributed range of loads below Kcl; aKef f is

too small [277]. A constant maximum stress intensity procedure
offers an alternate means of characterizing crack growth

independent of closure as discussed in Section IV.4 [156].
When corrosion fatigue crack propagation data are obtained

under the above conditions, it is likely that they are affected

by crack closure. Such behavior has several implications for
this review. It is necessary to assume that most of the results

described here reflect closure influences. Given the

complexities of making displacement measurements in aggressive
environments, only limited work has been carried out to define

closure in corrosion fatigue. An alternate approach is to design

corrosion fatigue experiments which yield growth rates that are

closure free; this approach with constant Kmax and high R methods

was taken by Piascik and Gangloff [125,126,221].
In terms of crack growth mechanisms, it is reasonable to

develop and evaluate models of the sort described in Section VI
in terms of intrinsic crack growth rates. As a separate problem,

it is necessary to develop environmental mechanisms for crack

closure. As an example, Hudak considered crack closure

contributions in film rupture modeling of da/dN e for stainless

steels [234]. It is reasonable to question those studies which

claim to have proved a specific corrosion fatigue model by crack

growth rate measurements, if crack closure has not been accounted
for.

In terms of life prediction under complex loading spectra,

the crack growth rate law _hich describes the proper degree of

closure for the component and loading history of interest is

unclear. This problem has not been adequately dealt with for

benign environment fatigue.

VII.2.a._). CmckClosureinAggressiveEnvironments. Several mechanisms

for closure are pertinent to corrosion fatigue [35,60,196]. For

steel in aqueous chloride, Todd and coworkers demonstrated that

grains, displaced or detached by environment induced

intergranular fatigue, act as wedges to hinder crack displacement

[152]. Viscous fluids can exert closure forces on fatigue crack
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flanks [276]. Gangloff and Ritchie speculated that hydrogen may
enhance plasticity and the extent of crack wake induced closure

[203]. Environment induced crack deflection is often

encountered, but detailed closure analyses have not been applied

to corrosion fatigue studies. Additional research is required to
examine these environment sensitive closure mechanisms.

Studies of closure have emphasized reductions in stress

intensity factor and hence crack tip cyclic strain. It is also

reasonable to suggest that crack closure will affect crack

chemistry by influencing mass transport. Certainly the opening

shape of the crack, varying with loading time, is an important

factor in diffusion and convective mixing; Section VI.5.b. As an

example, Gangloff suggested that crack surface contact will

transform an otherwise orderly mass flow situation into transport

by turbulent mixing [253]. For this case a perfect mixing model

may be more accurate than detailed calculations based on slow

laminar flow. Crack closure effects on local environment

chemistry have not been considered in detail.

Corrosion debris, the so-called oxide induced closure

mechanism, has a potent effect on fatigue crack growth rates.

This process has been extensively investigated for low strength

alloy steels in moist gases and for C-Mn steels in seawater.

Oxide induced crack closure was broadly recognized by Ritchie for

steels in various gas environments; for an example, see the data

in Fig. 28 [200-205]. These and other results show that near-

threshold crack growth rates are increased for all gases which

prevent the formation of crack surface oxide, including pure H2,

He and vacuum. For water vapor, wet H 2 and moist air, oxides of

thicknesses on the order of the cyclic crack tip opening

displacement and enhanced by a fretting mechanism, cause reduced

crack growth rates. This effect is observed for low stress

ratios; equal crack growth rates are reported for all gases at R

values above about 0.6, typical of closure.

Oxide induced closure is not significant at higher stress

intensities or for high strength steels and precipitation

hardened aluminum alloys. For these materials in moist gases,

oxide thicknesses are small, presumably because fretting is not
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an effective mechanism for accelerated oxidation [278]. More

corrosive environments may, of course, cause debris induced
closure in these materials.

Crack closure of the sort illustrated in Fig. 28 complicates

mechanistic understanding of near-threshold cracking. The effect

of closure must be eliminated or measured and growth rates

adjusted in order to determine the extent of intrinsic

environmental embrittlement. Since this is rarely done, data and

models on near-threshold corrosion fatigue are lacking.

Suresh and Ritchie modeled oxide induced closure in terms of

the effect of a rigid wedge on the crack tip stress intensity at

the point of closure contact [202,274]:

Kcl =
dE (34)

4.V/-_(1- v 2)

where d is the maximum thickness of oxide film and on the order

of 0.01 to O.1 _m, 1 is the distance behind the crack tip to the

location of maximum oxide thickness and on the order of several

_m, E is the elastic modulus and v is Poisson's ratio. This

analysis predicts Kcl levels on the order of 1.5 to 2 MPa_ for

steels.

Corrosion debris may promote crack closure for steels in

aqueous chloride environments, as studied by Hartt, Scott,

Bardal, van der Velden and coworkers [34,58,119,121,279-281].

This phenomenon results in extremely low near-threshold growth

rates and high levels of aKth for environmental conditions which

would otherwise promote hydrogen embrittlement; Section VI.6. A

typical example is shown in Fig. Ii. &Kth is increased markedly

by seawater with cathodic polarization at low R (curve 5) and

compared to moist air, seawater with free corrosion (curve 4) or

seawater with cathodic polarization at high R (curve 3). Closure

during cathodic polarization is often sufficiently potent to

cause crack arrest.

Corrosion product induced closure depends sensitively on the
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electrochemistry of the chloride environment because this governs

the precipitation of calcium and magnesium bearing salts, the

offending corrosion debris [279,280]. These reactants are found

in seawater, but not in pure 3% NaCI solution; as such, corrosion

product induced closure only occurs in the former solution. As

shown in Fig. 44, cathodic polarization promotes corrosion

fatigue crack growth in NaCI, but greatly retards cracking in

seawater. Here, precipitation of magnesium and calcium salts

only occurs at electrode potentials below about -850 mV (SCE)

where the solubility product is sufficiently reduced. As such,

calcareous deposit induced closure is likely for cathodic

polarization, but not for anodic potentials. This trend is

clearly evident for crack growth in seawater in Fig. II. (Van

der Velden reported that iron hydroxide can form on crack

surfaces of steel in oxygenated 3% NaCl near free corrosion and

cause crack closure [281]. This observation is not general, as

no evidence of crack closure has been reported in extensive

studies of such steels in this environment [115,170,173,

174,180,189,253].)

It is likely that corrosion product deposition and crack

closure are possible for other material-environment systems. The

occurrence of this phenomenon is evidenced by time-dependent

reductions in crack growth rates at constant applied stress

intensity, by crack arrest at very high threshold stress

intensities, and by compliance or back face strain gauge

measurements of closure contact upon unloading. Crack chemistry

modeling of the sort described in Section VI.5.b. predicts the

occurrence of precipitation from occluded crack solution

[190,249,279].

The benefits of corrosion product induced closure to

component life are unclear. The degree of product precipitation

and the resulting effect on crack growth kinetics are possibly

geometry and loading spectra dependent. For example, large

compressive underloads may obliterate the corrosion product and

reduce the closure effect compared to that expected from

laboratory experiments with small specimens and simple tension

loading. Application of the similitude concept in such cases is
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unclear [i00,I01]; additional work is required.

VII.2.b. EnvironmentSens_ive Mi_o_opicDeformation. From the continuum

perspective, crack tip stresses and strains depend on the shape

of the blunted crack tip and on material constitutive behavior

through stress intensity [Section VI.4 and Ref. 160].

Environment may influence these properties in a time dependent

fashion during corrosion fatigue crack propagation, and thus

influence the magnitude of the crack tip fields. Crack tip

dissolution may affect blunting, and intergranular or

transgranular fracture modes could produce unique crack tip

shapes compared to deformation blunting models. Hydrogen,

dissolved in the plastic zone, could influence deformation mode

and material flow properties. For these cases, stress intensity

will describe crack tip deformation, however, the appropriate

crack shape and flow properties must be used in finite element

models of the crack tip. No work has been reported in these

regards.

The influence of hydrogen on metal plasticity is

controversial and has not been broadly demonstrated for materials

subjected to the boundary conditions typical of a crack tip

plastic zone. No data have been presented to demonstrate alloy

stress-strain behavior which is altered by dissolved hydrogen.

None-the-less, the possibility for such effects is strong based

on: (i) extensive evidence for hydrogen induced plasticity in

thin foils strained in the electron microscope [68], (2)

interpretations of fracture surface features [69], and (3)

electron microscope evidence for hydrogen induced changes in the

dislocation morphology within the crack wake [282].

Information on environment sensitive deformation at growing

crack tips is provided by in situ fatigue loading in the scanning

electron microscope coupled with stereoimaging analysis (see

Section IV.4.). Lankford and Davidson [162-164] and Hudak [234]

report that crack tip opening strain ranges are lower for

aggressive compared to inert environments for any constant

applied _K. These studies were conducted with 1005 steel and

7075-T651 aluminum in moist air or dry N 2, and with AISI 304
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stainless steel in aqueous Na2SO4; an example of data for the
latter material is presented in Fig. 50 [232]. 8 Here strain

ranges are decreased by between a factor of four and eight for

the sulfate; corresponding crack growth rates increased by
between four and twenty-fold due to the environmental effect.

Lankford and Davidson concluded that water vapor similarly

lowered the crack tip strain range for 7075, however, this point

was obscured by substantial variability [162].
The mechanism for the effect of environment on crack tip

strain is related to embrittlement of a fracture process zone on

the order of 1 to i0 _m [162,234]. For the alloys examined,

hydrogen is held to lower the "load bearing" or "accumulated

strain" capacity of the process zone; the crack extends at a

lower strain and after fewer cycles for any aK. Fatigue crack

propagation progresses discontinuously, governed by a damage
accumulation model for each environment [162,210]. For cyclic

loading at constant aK, plastic strains build to a critical level

causing an increment of crack growth. The process zone failure

strain, and measured crack tip strains, are reduced by

environmental exposure consistent with Fig. 50.

While crack tip strains within the process zone differ with

environment at constant aK, and are therefore not well described

by a continuum model, stress intensity provides the boundary

condition which scales the magnitude of process zone loading.

Crack tip strains, along with the near crack tip opening shape,

correlate with applied stress intensity as indicated in Fig. 50.

Stress intensity is not, however, capable of describing the

cyclic evolution of the process zone strain. A dislocation

hardening theory may be relevant.

Apart from the concept of a reduction in strain accumulation

capacity, other factors could contribute to environment sensitive

crack tip deformation. Varying process zone strain, either

hardening or softening, with cycling at constant aK is a critical

8Note that the line indicated with a slope of 2:1 is incorrectly labeled. The data for Na2SO4are

not described by a L_Ksquared dependence; rather, the slope of the data is somewhat lower.
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assumption. Alternately local plastic strain ranges may saturate

at equal strains, independent of environment, for the same

applied _K and at numbers of cycles well below the failure

"life". An environmental reduction in a strain-life failure

limit would then mean that fewer load cycles are required to

cause an increment of crack extension and an increased growth

rate, but measured crack tip strains should be equal for

aggressive and inert environments. The mechanism for the effect

of environment on crack tip strain may be more complex than

indicated above. For example if dissolved hydrogen homogeneously

enhances plasticity, then crack tip strains are expected to

increase for environmental exposure at constant _K. Crack tip

strains will decrease, on average, if hydrogen promotes

slip localization. Hydrogen effects on crack tip shape, through

an environmental fracture mechanism transition, could also alter

the crack tip strain distribution.

Experimental measurements of crack tip shape, deformation

and dislocation configurations are critically needed as a

function of applied _K and environment.

_1.2.c. SmallCmckProblem. The essence of the "small crack

problem" is that stress corrosion, mechanical fatigue and

corrosion fatigue cracks propagate at unpredictably high rates

when sized below a critical level and compared to the growth

rates of long cracks. Small fatigue cracks propagate at stress

intensity ranges well below long crack thresholds. The

similitude principle breaks down; crack size and applied stress

effects on growth kinetics are not uniquely described by a single

parameter, AK. Extensive measurements and modeling indicate that

crack size effects are important for crack depths below about 1

to 5 mm. The definition of a "small" or "short" crack depends on

the mechanism for the rapid growth rates.

Small cracks are technologically important because the early

growth of cracks between 0.05 and 5 mm often dominates the

fatigue life of components. An example is provided by corrosion

fatigue crack growth in the weld of a pipe carrying H2S

contaminated oil [103]. Here, 80% of the predicted life was
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involved with crack growth form 0.5 to 1.0 mm; cracking to

failure required only 20% of life. Errors in the growth rates of

small cracks have a large adverse effect on life prediction.

Small fatigue crack growth behavior has been extensively

reviewed for benign environments by Ritchie, Lankford, Davidson,

McEvily, Tanaka, Morris and Hudak [45,153,283,284]. Gangloff,

Wei and Petit considered the behavior of small cracks in

aggressive environments [36,60,180,203,285].

VII.2.c.(1). Ove_iew_rBenignEnvironme_s. Several mechanisms have

been established to explain small fatigue crack behavior, as

summarized in Fig. 51. Cracks are classified as short if they

intersect many grains along the crack front and have a cyclic

plastic zone which is much larger than the grain size, but are of

limited length dimension. A small crack, and associated plastic

zone, are wholly contained within 1 to 5 grains. The absolute

size of the small crack is microstructure dependent and may be

quite large for a single crystal.

From the mechanical perspective, short cracks are poorly

described by AK when small scale yielding is violated by high net

section stress, or when the crack size is less than 1 to 5 times

the monotonic plastic zone size. The J-integral approach may

correlate cracking as discussed in Section VII.2.

Microstructurally small cracks grow rapidly when the cyclic

plastic zone is encased within a single grain because of

abnormally large crack tip opening strains compared to that

expected based on applied AK. This effect appears to be related

to single crystal and localized deformation mode effects on the

crack tip strain field.

Short and small cracks grow at accelerated rates because of

a physical mechanism. Such cracks have reduced wakes and, as

such, reduced levels of shielding crack closure. As the small

crack propagates from the embryonic stage at constant applied _K;

the crack wake develops, closure stress intensity rises and crack

growth rates decrease. Crack length independent cracking is

achieved when closure reaches saturation or steady state above a

specific crack size. Physical short/small crack behavior is
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Fig. 51 Mechanisms for the unique behavior of small fatigue
cracks.
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correlated by stress intensity approaches which account for

closure; that is, either aKef f or high stress ratio constant Kma x

[156,277]. Similitude is observed if rates are compared on a

closure free basis.

The mechanisms represented Fig. 51 are important because

they enable definitions of what constitutes a small crack; a

question that has been posed for the past 20 years and which can

now be reasonably answered for fatigue in benign environments

[283].

_1.2.c._). AggressiveEn_ronments. Chemical effects unique to

the small crack geometry are an important aspect of corrosion

fatigue behavior. The growth rates of small fatigue cracks (< 5

mm) may be significantly faster than expected from longer crack

da/dN-AK data for gases and liquids, while being predictable for

benign environments. Aggressive environments play a role in

mechanical and closure based short/small crack mechanisms.

Additionally, the chemistry within such cracks may be uniquely

embrittling (or benign), thus providing the basis for a chemical

mechanism. These views are supported, albeit to a limited

extent, by modeling and experiment as reviewed in detail by

Gangloff and coworkers [180,203].

Undoubtedly, experimental difficulties have hindered studies

of small corrosion fatigue cracks. Surface replication

techniques have been applied to fatigue in moist air, however,

this tedious method with the necessity for test interruptions is

not suited for aggressive environments. The electrical potential

method (Section IV.3) was successfully applied to continuously

monitor short cracks of length greater than 0.i mm for a variety

of materials and aggressive environments and under programmed

applied aK [158,159,221]. Microstructurally small cracks have

been monitored, provided that the grain size is enlarged above

about 500 _m [159]. As developed, this method is not suited for

naturally initiated corrosion fatigue cracks because the location

of cracking must be precisely known for probe attachment. No

measurements have been obtained on the closure behavior of small

cracks in environments other than moist air [159].
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The mechanical and closure mechanisms for crack size effects

in corrosion fatigue have not been extensively investigated.

Presumably, the ideas and results on closure in benign

environments, Section VII.2.a, are relevant to corrosion fatigue

cracks with limited wakes. As discussed by Piascik and Gangloff

[125,126,221], this situation provides for severe near-threshold

corrosion fatigue crack growth effects and is worthy of

additional study.

Enhanced crack opening strain for microstructurally small

cracks should play an important role in corrosion fatigue by

either film rupture or hydrogen embrittlement. No measurements

exist to support this speculation, however, Hudak and Ford

demonstrated the potency of this mechanism based on film rupture

model calculations, equations 31 to 33 [286]. The prediction

contained in Fig. 52 indicates that enhanced crack tip strain and

strain rate for the small fatigue crack enable propagation at

high rates and well below the long crack threshold for the

stainless steel-high temperature water system. This potential

mechanism must be evaluated.

Experimental and analytical support for novel corrosion

fatigue effects in the small crack regime exists for steels in

aqueous chloride, a likely hydrogen embrittlement system [180].

A systematic study of short corrosion fatigue cracks was reported

by Gangloff for a high strength martensitic steel in 3% NaCl

[96,97]. Typical data are presented in ?ig. 9. Note the one to

two order of magnitude increases in the growth rates of short

cracks (0.1 to 2 mm long, through thickness and elliptical

surface cracks in a steel with 20 #m grain size) at any applied

AK for the chloride and compared to compact tension results. In

contrast crack growth in air and vacuum was uniquely correlated

by applied stress intensity, independent of stress and crack

size. This result demonstrates that crack closure and plasticity

mechanisms do not explain the rapid growth of the short corrosion

fatigue cracks.

A chemical mechanism must explain the short crack effect in

Fig. 9, as detailed in Section VII.3. This point was reinforced

by short crack corrosion fatigue data which show that da/dN e
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decreases with increasing initial applied stress range at

constant R and with increasing R at constant AK [97]. A rapidly

growing crack in NaCI was slowed by a stress range increase; in

air or vacuum increased stress caused increased crack growth

rates as expected from increasing _K. These crack growth rate

data correlated with the reciprocal of the maximum crack mouth

opening displacement (Vmax) at constant aK according to [253]:

t
(35)

i, a, _ and a* are constants which characterize the

chemical reactions which control corrosion fatigue, as discussed

in the next Section. (Vmax)'I decreases with increasing crack

length and increasing Kmax; particularly for crack lengths

between 0.i and 1 mm. For long cracks, changing crack length has

only a small effect On Vma x, indicating that aK would reasonably

correlate crack growth rates.

Several points are relevant to the short crack results

represented in Fig. 9 and equation 35. As the magnitude of the

crack size effect increases, the fracture mechanism changes from

brittle transgranular cracking associated with the martensitic

microstructure to intergranular crack growth along prior

austenite boundaries [97]. Secondly, KISCC equals between 24 and

30 MPa_ for long cracks, but declines to about 8 MPa_ for the

smallest cracks represented in Fig. 9 [194]. As such, it is

likely that the result in Fig. 9 is for time-dominant corrosion

fatigue. A simple superposition model will not describe short

crack growth because of the effect of crack shape on local

chemistry; for example as indicated by the observation that

da/dN e decreases with increasing R. Finally, the "small" crack

regime for this case extends to sizes on the order of several

millimeters.

Cycle-time-dependent corrosion fatigue in the steel-chloride
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system is generally enhanced by reduced crack size, however, the

magnitude of the effect decreases substantially with decreasing

steel yield strength [180]. While systematic studies are

limited, the data represented in Fig. 53 show that da/dN e is

increased by between 1.5 to 2-fold for low strength steels,

comparing small crack kinetics to standard compact tension data. 9

This result is further illustrated in Fig. 17. As yield

strength increases, short crack size becomes more important; for

moderate strength steels such as HYI30, small cracks grow up to 4

times faster than long cracks [180,287]. This interaction

between crack size and strength is consistent with the moderate

effect of hydrogen for this class of steels. For high strength

steels, small corrosion fatigue cracks grow at unpredictably high

rates, varying from long crack data by one to two orders of

magnitude.

Small crack effects in corrosion fatigue have not been

reported for nonferrous alloy and environment systems. A likely

hydrogen embrittlement system, high strength aluminum alloys in

aqueous chloride, was examined by Piascik and Gangloff [126,221].

Similar corrosion fatigue crack growth rates were observed for

through thickness edge cracks sized between 0.2 and 5 mm and for

25 mm long cracks in compact tension specimens. While the high

angle grain size was large, no microstructure-environment

interaction was observed. Corrosion fatigue crack growth rates

were consistent with the broad base of data presented in Fig. 12.

VII.3. Crack Geom_ Deoendent Occluded Environment Chemist_

If occluded crack chemistry changes as a function of crack

size, time, specimen geometry or loading; then corrosion fatigue

crack growth rates will not be steady state and will not be

meaningfully described by applied AK. Crack chemistry effects

9Subtle small crack effects are best characterized by constant AK experimentation with electrical

potential monitoring. For example in Fig. 17, da/dN is constant with increasing crack length from 0.3

to 2.7 mm for moist air. Da/dN, while higher than the air rate, decreases with increasing crack length

for the chloride [178]. Surface replication methods would not Indicate the behavior shown in F'_. 17.
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are particularly important within the short and small crack

regimes.

Mathematical modeling provides a means to assess varying

crack tip electrolyte pH, potential, ionic composition,

dissolution and hydrogen production rates, as discussed in

Section VI.5.b. Such work for ferritic steels in aqueous

chloride provides predictions of crack size and loading effects

on local chemistry. Generally, reactant and product

concentrations in a fatigue crack depend on crack depth and mouth

opening, and thus on _K, R, load waveform and specimen geometry

[248,252].

An example of crack tip reactant oxygen concentration is

provided in Fig. 42; this specie is normally consumed by a

reduction reaction within the crack, and which competes with

hydrogen ion and water reduction. As crack length initially

increases to 1 mm, the concentration of crack tip oxygen declines

because the diffusional supply of reactant 02 from aerated bulk

solution becomes increasingly difficult. This effect is offset

by convective mixing supply which becomes increasingly effective

as crack length increases; a minimum in the oxygen level is

predicted for a specific crack length. The relationship in Fig.

42 depends on the rate of oxygen reduction, loading frequency and

crack surface area to occluded solution volume ratio.

The crack chemistry predictions in Fig. 42 suggest that

da/dN e could either increase though a maximum or decrease through

a minimum with increasing crack length at constant _K; the

specific dependence would depend on the embrittlement mechanism.

Only limited experimental evidence support this prediction. For

the steel-chloride system, Gangloff demonstrated the former

trend, as expected from an inhibiting effect of dissolved oxygen

on hydrogen embrittlement [189]. Experiments with variable 02,

but constant electrode potential and _K, failed to confirm this

chemical model.

Crack geometry dependent local chemistry is an important

explanation for the small crack effect in the steel-chloride

system. Initial modeling of the data in Fig. 9 was based on a

perfect mixing description of convection to supply oxygen to the
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crack tip [253]. Those crack shape and loading conditions which

reduce oxygen concentration (slow loading frequency, large crack

surface area to solution volume given by large (Vmax)'I, and fast
oxygen reduction kinetics) promote hydrogen production by

cathodic reduction and hence crack propagation by hydrogen

embrittlement. Equation 35 resulted from this modeling, and

explained how small crack size and low stress ratio enhanced

da/dN e•
Detailed modeling of crack chemistry further indicated that

unexpectedly large and geometry dependent adsorbed hydrogen

concentrations develop at the tips of small corrosion fatigue

cracks for steels in chloride. For monotonic loading, Gangloff

and Turnbull demonstrated that crack tip pH decreases with

decreasing crack size due to enhanced hydrolysis. Here, cations

are eliminated by diffusion from the tip of the short crack;

dissolution is not transport limited [194]. Decreased pH

dominated a slightly less cathodic crack tip to produce increased

amounts of adsorbed hydrogen for the short crack. Turnbull and

Ferriss extended this work to cyclic loading with convective

mixing and demonstrated a similar enhancement of hydrogen

production for the short crack [249]. For this case, crack

potential variation played a more important role than reduced

acidification.

These calculations suggest an important effect of steel

composition [249]. Chromium, typical of alloy steels such as

AISI 4130, hydrolizes to produce acidic crack tip conditions for

electrode potentials near free corrosion. Cracks in C-Mn steels

are less acidified, water reduction is an important source of

embrittling hydrogen and crack geometry appears to play a

secondary role in local chemistry.

Crack chemistry modeling sensitizes the user of corrosion

fatigue crack propagation data to possible problems with

similitude. The use of laboratory specimens to predict the

behavior of components can be questioned when crack chemistries

differ due to geometry. This complex situation discourages the

fracture mechanics approach to life prediction.

On balance, however, fracture mechanics studies of corrosion
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fatigue crack propagation demonstrate substantial steady state

and orderly material behavior. Applied stress intensity control

of da/dN e is supported, perhaps because crack chemistry generally

reaches constant conditions for most cracking situations, as

suggested by modeling. The influences of specimen geometry, AK,

R, waveform and crack size above 1 to 5 mm are secondary. Note

that time and specimen geometry effects on corrosion fatigue have

not been examined systematically. Exceptions in this regard are

the small crack issue [97,180], predictions of surface crack

corrosion fatigue behavior from compact tension data [121], and

work on transient crack propagation preceding steady state growth

rates [154].

Rapid progress over the past 5 years suggests that crack

chemistry modeling will intensify, and that similitude will be

broadly tested for corrosion fatigue. There is no doubt that

corrosion fatigue crack growth rate laws will be strengthened

when necessary, and applied to life predictions; despite the

complexity of this endeavor.

VII.4. Whole Life

While the fracture mechanics approach emphasizes crack

propagation, one must ultimately predict the whole life of

components. A rational means to this end is to couple fracture

mechanics studies of single small, short and long corrosion

fatigue cracks with work on environment sensitive cyclic

deformation and crack nucleation in homogeneous microstructures

and near defects [1,36]. This can only be accomplished if each

stage of fatigue deformation and fracture is isolated and

characterized.

Fatigue crack initiation is correctly characterized by

cyclic plastic strain amplitude, as reviewed by Dowling [289]. A

fracture mechanics parameter (viz, applied AK divided by the

square root of the notch tip radius, p) equals an elastic

pseudo-stress range which is a unique function of local plastic

strain amplitude at the root of a notch; specifically for slender

notches. This parameter is easily calculated for a variety of

notched specimens and correlates notch initiation data, as
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demonstrated for a variety of materials in benign air [290].

This approach has been successfully applied to corrosion fatigue

crack initiation.

Corrosion fatigue crack initiation in carbon and high

strength low alloy steels is exacerbated by exposure to aqueous

chloride electrolytes. An example is shown in Fig. 54. Here,

the load cycles required to produce a 1 mm deep fatigue crack at

the root of a notch are plotted versus _K/ p for the keyhole-

notched compact tension specimen [290-293]. A variety of modern

steels; strengthened by microalloying, thermomechanical

processing including controlled rolling, quench/tempering and

precipitation; were stressed in seawater and air. Classic

endurance limit behavior is observed for fatigue in moist air,

with the limiting stress range increasing with increasing steel

yield strength [290]. In sharp contrast exposure to either

natural seawater or 3.5 wt% NaCl at free corrosion potentials

produced a dramatic reduction in initiation life. The endurance

limit is eliminated by environmental exposure for each steel.

Cathodic polarization up to about -1000 mV (SCE) restores the

majority of the air fatigue performance; more cathodic

polarization reduced initiation life.

Two points are notable in Fig. 54 and are consistent with

previous discussions of corrosion fatigue. Firstly, notch crack

initiation in the ferritic steel-chloride system is mitigated by

mild cathodic polarization, despite the likelihood of hydrogen

embrittlement. This behavior is analogous to that of smooth

specimens, but is in contrast to crack growth in precracked

specimens, as indicated in Figs. 25 and 26. An explanation for

the effects of cathodic polarization on the initiation and growth

stages of corrosion fatigue is given in V.5.b.(1).

Secondly, steel composition, microstructure and strength

have no resolvable effect on corrosion fatigue crack initiation

and early growth, as indicated by the results for eight steels

reported by Rajpathak and Hartt and for four steels by Novak,

Fig. 54. Apart from a variety of microstructures, monotonic

yield strength varied from 275 MPa for normalized A36 steel to

1070 MPa for quenched and tempered VlS0. This conclusion is
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Fig. 54 Corrosion fatigue crack initiation (aa = 1 mm) at blunt
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strain is approximated by elastic pseudo-stress from

applied aK divided by the square root of the notch

radius; after Hartt et al. [196,292,293], Novak [291],

and Rolfe and Barsom [290].
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consistent with the lack of microstructure and yield strength

effects on corrosion fatigue crack propagation in this system,

Sections V.6 and V.7 and Figs. 30 and 31.

The local strain approach to corrosion fatigue crack

initiation, enabled by fracture mechanics solutions for stress

intensity, provides an important complement to fatigue crack

propagation studies. Additional work in this direction is

warranted. Needs in this regard are for additional materials and

environments, for improved in situ measurements of notch root

crack initiation, and for the study of small notches typical of

material and corrosion produced defects. The results in Fig. 54

were obtained by optical monitoring of large machined notches.

The electrical potential method is well suited for high

resolution, continuous measurement of crack initiation in complex

environments [158]. The method was successfully applied to

mechanically or spark eroded defects as small as 75 _m

semicircles. Crack initiation at preexposure corrosion pitting

damage could be monitored by this approach.

Viii. NECESSARY RESEARCH

VIII.1. Conclusion

Opportunities exist for research on corrosion fatigue to:

(a) broaden phenomenological understanding, particularly near-

threshold, (b) develop integrated and quantitative

micromechanical-chemical models, (c) develop experimental methods

to probe crack tip damage, and to measure near-threshold time-

cycle-dependent crack growth, (d) characterize the behavior of

advanced monolithic and composite alloys, and (e) develop damage

tolerant life prediction methods and in situ sensors for

environment chemistry and crack growth.

Vll12 F_ure Research

The data and modeling studies presented in previous sections

establish that the fracture mechanics approach can be exploited

and extended to control corrosion fatigue crack propagation.

Unresolved issues are listed for each of the main areas of this
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review.

VIII.2.a. Crack Growth Rate Data Bases.

(l)

Experiments must be

conducted to determine:

Environmental effects on near-threshold crack

propagation, particularly as a function of cyclic

loading frequency. Extrinsic closure and
intrinsic environmental embrittlement must be

separated.

(2) Yield strength and microstructural effects on

corrosion fatigue crack propagation, with

developments of reliable cracking resistant alloys
for extreme environments.

(3) Correlations between crack growth rates and

environmental hydrogen uptake.

(4) Corrosion fatigue crack propagation behavior of

advanced alloys and composites. For the latter,

the extent to which corrosion fatigue damage is

distributed, and hence not described by continuum

fracture mechanics, must be defined.

(s) Corrosion fatigue crack propagation under complex

spectrum loading, including the effects of single

and multiple over/under-lOads and load history.

Vlll.2.b.

(6)

(7)

(8)

Expedmen_lM_hods. New experimental methods are

required for:

Measurement of low growth rate corrosion fatigue

crack propagation at low cyclic loading

frequencies.

In situ measurement of the early growth of

microstructurally small corrosion fatigue cracks,

without loading interruptions.

Probes for crack tip chemistry, surface reaction

kinetics and process zone fatigue damage.

VIII.2.c. Fm_ureMechanicsSimil_ude. Work in this area is

required for:

(I0) Measurement and analysis of crack closure in

aggressive environments.

(ii) Determinations of the growth kinetics of

short/small cracks, with associated chemical and
mechanical mechanisms to extend similitude.
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VIII.2.d. Micromechani_l-Chemi_lMec_nism Modeling. Modeling work

must be expanded to include:

(12) Fractographic interpretations of the
micromechanisms of corrosion fatigue crack

propagation.

(13) Integrated occluded crack mass transport and

transient straining surface reaction kinetics
models.

(14) Integrated hydrogen production or film rupture and

microscopic process zone fatigue damage models.

(15) Understanding of the effects of crack surface

films on cyclic plasticity and corrosion fatigue

damage.

(16) Determinations of microscopic deformation and

dislocation processes within the crack tip process
zone and relations with stress intensity.

(17) Environmental effects on material flow properties,

incorporated into time dependent crack tip field
models.

(18) Quantitative modeling of corrosion fatigue in

aluminum, titanium and nickel based superalloys.

VIII.2.e. U_ Predi_ion. Applications of the fracture

mechanics approach must include:

(19) Life prediction codes which incorporate
environmental effects on crack growth,

extrapolated from short term laboratory data and

confirmed by component tests.

(20) Developments of sensors to monitor environmental

conditions, hydrogen uptake, and fatigue crack

propagation during component service.
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